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Abstract

Glass microballoons have high strength, low thermal and electrical properties, and provide
closed cell porosity to reduce the density of composites. On the other hand, filamentous carbon
nanostructures have excellent mechanical, thermal, and electrical properties that make them
naturally multifunctional. This work presents a method of developing low-density
multifunctional nanocomposites utilizing glass microballoons and carbon nanostructures. Two
different approaches are investigated.
In the first approach, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are used as a filler material to fabricate
nanocomposites containing glass microballoons (CNT-syntactic foams). The weight percent of
CNTs is varied from 0 to 0.8 wt%. In this method, CNTs were grown on few microballoons and
mixed with plain microballoons before they were added into epoxy matrix to fabricate CNTsyntactic foams. Transmission electron microscopy studies indicate that the method is effective
in avoiding CNT cluster formation in a matrix. The compressive properties, dynamic mechanical
properties, and electrical properties of the nanocomposite foams have been analyzed and the
results are compared with their neat counterparts. Significant improvements in compressive
modulus and damping coefficient are obtained. Elastic modulus and glass transition temperature
of the foams also showed a slight increment.
In the second approach, a paper like structure formed from hollow glass microballoons and
carbon nanofibers (CNFs) is fabricated. A layer of nickel (Ni) coated glass microballoons is first
formed on a silicon wafer by a process similar to dip coating. This technique comprised of
immersing a wafer in ethanol suspension of Ni coated microballoons and lowering the level of

xi

suspension by draining from the bottom. CNF networks are then generated by growing them on
the surfaces of the self-assembled microballoons using thermal chemical vapor deposition
method. The self-assembled microballoons are bonded together with CNF networks to form a
paper like structure in approximately 20 minutes of growth time. An I-V characteristic of the
structure indicates formation of conductive electrical path ways. Nanocomposites fabricated
from this structure, using vacuum infiltration technique, are investigated for their mechanical,
electrical, and strain sensing properties. A curve fitting method is also developed to relate the
change in resistance of the nanocomposite to an applied strain.

xii

Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1. Motivation
1.1.1. Polymer Nanocomposites
Nanocomposites are multi-phase solid materials in which at least one of their constituent has
one, two, or three dimensions smaller than 100 nm [1]. Nanofillers or films with special
properties can be combined with polymers to form polymer nanocomposites having properties
superior than their constituents. The primary purpose of adding nanomaterials in polymer
composites is to create multifunctional nanocomposites. Development of multifunctional
polymer nanocomposites has been growing rapidly. Multifunctional nanocomposites have broad
range of potential applications due to their novel properties. Various types of organic and
inorganic nanoparticles and films have been used to develop polymer nanocomposites. Polymer
nanocomposites based on carbon nanotubes and nanofibers have been given significant attention
by scientists due to their extraordinary properties.
1.1.2. Carbon Nanotubes and Nanofibers
Carbon nanotubes and nanofibers are graphitic filaments with high aspect ratio. Their
diameter ranges from 0.4 nm to 500 nm and lengths in the range of several micron to few
millimeters [2]. These graphitic filaments can be classified into three groups, namely stacked,
herringbone (or cup-stacked [3] ), and nanotubular [4], based on the angle of graphene layers
with respect to the filament axis [5, 6]. Graphitic platelets are perpendicular to the fiber axis in
stacked forms, but at an angle to the fiber axis in the herringbone forms. In nanotubular forms,
1

the graphene walls are parallel to the fiber axis. Stacked and herringbone forms of graphitic
filaments are classified as nanofibers; whereas, nanotubes have nanotubular forms [2].
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have high electrical conductivity, thermal conductivity, and
mechanical strength along its axis, which makes them inherently multifunctional [7]. CNTs are
chemically inert as their structure contains very few open edges and dangling bonds [2]. They are
classified as single wall or multiwall. Single wall nanotube (SWNT) structure consists of single
graphene cylinder with diameter ranges from 1 – 5 nm [8]. They can be metallic (0 eV bandgap)
or semiconducting (typically 0.4 – 0.7 eV bandgap) depending on their diameter and chirality,
which is the orientations of the hexagons with respect to the nanotube axis [2]. Semiconducting
SWNT are p-type semiconductors with charge carrier holes and having a band gap energies
inversely proportional to their diameter [8]. Thermal conductivity of SWNT can reach up to
5800 Wmk [9], and their Young’s modulus and tensile strength is about 1.2 TPa and 60 GPa,
respectively [10]. On the other hand, multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) have many
(approximately 50) concentric and coaxial graphene layers with interlayer spacing of about 3.4 Å
[11]. MWCNTs are metallic similar to metallic SWCNTs, and conduction occurs through the
outermost shell [2]. Due to their one dimensional structure, metallic carbon nanotubes can carry
high current densities up to 109 – 1010 A.cm-2 [12]. The thermal conductivity of MWNT is greater
than 3000 Wmk [13], and have slightly lower Young’s modulus (~ 0.9 TPa [14] ) than SWNTs.
Carbon nanofibers (CNFs) have been reported to have lower electrical, thermal, and
mechanical properties than CNTs. The intrinsic electrical conductivity of carbon nanofiber
(CNFs) at room temperature has been reported to be 4 x 10-4 to 6 x 10-6 Ω.m [15]. Their thermal
conductivity can be inferred to be 2000 W/m-K [16]. Also based on careful direct measurements
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on individual carbon nanofibers, their tensile strengths were found to be as high as 2.8 GPa [17]
and modulus of about 600 GPa [18].
1.1.3. CNT/CNF Polymer Nanocomposites
Polymer composites are preferred from conventional metals and alloys in numerous
applications due to their light weight, superior specific strength, easier processability, and
improved aesthetics [19]. Demand for cost effectiveness and better properties has been driving
scientists and engineers to look for ways of improving the qualities of polymeric composites. In
this pursuit, additional functionality of the composites has been envisaged. Combining materials
together have been considered as one option for obtaining additional functionality and satisfy the
demand. The exceptional mechanical, electrical, and thermal properties of CNTs and CNFs
made them potential fillers for tailoring the properties of polymeric composites. In addition to
improving the stiffness and strength of polymeric composites, CNTs and CNFs add
multifunctionality to the composite system, by altering their thermal and electrical properties [20,
21]. These nanostructures are short enough to flow through conventional polymer processing
equipment’s so that small and complicated parts can be fabricated from their composites [22,
23]. CNT and CNF polymer nanocomposites have been intensely being investigated for a wide
range of applications. CNT/CNF nanocomposites have been reported as potential candidates for
electrostatic charge mitigation, lighting strike protection, electrostatic painting, damage
detection, and electromagnetic interference shielding.
Regarding electrostatic charge mitigation, polymeric structural components used in aircraft
and spacecraft can become charged and behave like a capacitor [24]. In such cases, it is possible
that discharge can happen in a single event causing considerable damage to the electronic system
3

and the surrounding materials. Polymeric materials used for these applications can be modified
using CNTs and CNFs to effectively mitigate the electrostatic charge build-up [24, 25]. Modern
aircraft and wind turbine components are made of polymeric matrixes and could also be
damaged due to lighting currents. Reinforcing these components with CNTs and CNFs could
create conductive pathway to readily conduct away the extreme electric currents and
electromagnetic forces generated by lightning strike [26]. CNT/CNF polymer composites can
also be utilized for electrostatic painting. They can also be used to create electrostatically
paintable exterior automotive composite body panels with enhanced mechanical property [27].
Electrical circuits in commercial and scientific electronic instruments, military electronic
devices, and antenna systems are usually affected due to electromagnetic radiation emitted from
an external source. This disturbance is called electromagnetic interference (EMI). This intrusive
EMI can be minimized by isolating or shielding the electronic circuits or devices. CNT and CNF
nanocomposites are promising candidates to be used for cost effective EMI shielding
applications.

For the composite to be used in commercial applications, an EMI shielding

effectiveness of around 20 dB (for less than 1% electromagnetic wave transmission) is required.
This has been achieved by adding CNTs and CNFs in a polymer [28].
The use of CNTs/CNFs as multifunctional reinforcements where they serve as strain or
damage sensors has become an inspiring development in nanocomposites. For example,
MWCNT have been used in fiber reinforced polymer composites to detect impact induced
internal damage by performing simple electrical conductivity measurements [29]. The CNTs
formed a three dimensional network and were able to provide localized conductivity disruptions
caused by low velocity impact. Researchers have also accurately detected the onset, nature, and
progression of damage in traditional fiber composites using conductive percolating networks of
4

CNTs [30]. The accumulation of damage was determined based on electrical resistance changes.
Similarly, electrical resistance monitoring of the samples was also used as a tool for sensing the
damage propagation in carbon fiber composites using CNFs [31]. The principle behind these
examples of nanocomposite sensors is due to the change in electronic properties of the
CNTs/CNFs and their nanocomposites when they are subjected to stresses/strains [32, 33].
1.1.4. CNT/CNF Nanocomposite Processing
CNTs and CNFs are promising materials to produce nanocomposites with extraordinary
mechanical, electrical, thermal and multifunctional properties, when combining them with
polymers. The final nanocomposite properties are determined by the dispersion of the
CNTs/CNFs in the polymer matrix. Homogeneous dispersion of the nanostructures is one of the
key factors for realizing multifunctionality in polymeric composites. Researchers have explored
several methods of dispersing carbon nanostructures in polymeric matrixes including optimum
physical blending and chemical functionalization [34-36]. However, the results from these
attempts have in general been disappointing as most current mass-produced CNTs/CNFs are
physically agglomerated and difficult to separate them. Several reports have also revealed that
the CNT/CNF dispersion techniques damage the nanostructures and therefore negatively affect
their properties. For example, reduced electrical conductivity has reported using amine
functionalized CNTs as compared to pristine CNTs in epoxy composites [36]. This was
explained due to the shortening of their length during the chemical treatment. A 15% decrease in
the maximum modulus and strength has also been reported due to chemical modification of
CNTs [37]. In addition, interfacial strength and alignment of the CNTs/CNFs in the polymeric
matrix have been reported to be additional factors that influence their properties [23, 38].
5

Engineered CNT and CNF free standing structures or papers with good dispersion and high
loading have also been used to fabricate nanocomposites for different applications [39, 40].
Several acetone diluted resin impregnated CNT papers (buckypapers) have been fabricated with
high storage modulus [39]. The CNTs reported to have a strong influence on the damping
property of the composite. Similar observations have been made on the damping property of
nanocomposites fabricated by integrating buckypapers into glass fiber reinforced composites
using vacuum assisted resin transfer molding [41], and by infiltration of diluted epoxy resin
through buckypaper and then hot pressing [40]. Likewise, buckypaper have been incorporated
into foam sandwich structures and showed very promising technical solution for EMI shielding
application [42]. Specialty paper made of CNFs and nickel nanostrands have also been fabricated
and incorporated onto the surface of CNF polymer composites through resin transfer molding
process [43]. The surface layer formed from the paper was reported as a potential replacement
for existing lightning strike protection materials.
1.2. Research Objectives
The goal of this research is to develop low density multifunctional nanocomposite. In order
to achieve this goal, glass microballoons (GMB), which are hollow structured ultra-lightweight
inorganic materials, and inherently multifunctional CNTs/CNFs are added into epoxy system
using novel processing concepts. Among the various properties of the multifunctional
nanocomposite, this research focused on compressive properties, dynamic mechanical properties,
electrical conductivity, and strain sensitivity. This research has four specific objectives.
1. To develop a method of incorporating CNTs in composites consisting of Glass
microballoons as light-weight fillers (called syntactic foams) and investigate the
6

resulting nanocomposite properties. In this work, aligned CNT arrays are grown on the
surface of few microballoons and added into epoxy matrix to fabricate nanocomposites.
Mechanical and electrical characterizations are performed on the fabricated
nanocomposite.
2. To develop a method of fabricating a free standing structure consisting of glass
microballoons and CNFs: The common method of fabricating CNT/CNF free standing
structure is using vacuum filtration from suspensions [44]. In this process, the
CNTs/CNFs are first suspended in a solvent and then a vacuum filtering scheme is used
to separate the solvents from the CNTs/CNFs. The CNTs/CNFs remained on the filter
paper is then removed as a free standing thin structure. A structure fabricated from this
method is bulky as it contains heavily stacked CNTs/CNFs [45, 46]. Incorporation of
low density particles such as glass microballoons may reduce the density of such
structures for use them to fabricate low density multifunctional nanocomposites. In this
research a method is developed to fabricate a structure consisting of glass microballoons
and CNFs. In this method, a layer of glass microballoons is first formed on a silicon
substrate. The microballoons layer is then bonded using random CNF networks,
generated using thermal chemical vapor deposition method, in order to form a free
standing glass microballoon-CNF structure (GMB-CNF structure). The J-E characteristic
of the GMB-CNF structure is studied in order to determine the electrical conductivity of
the structure.
3. To fabricate thin nanocomposite using GMB-CNF structure and study the mechanical
and electrical property of the nanocomposite: Epoxy system is infiltrated into GMB-CNF
structure using vacuum infiltration system in order to fabricate nanocomposites (GMB7

CNF nanocomposite). Then, dynamic mechanical analysis and I – V characterization are
performed to determine the properties of the GMB-CNF nanocomposite.
4.

To investigate the strain sensing performance of GMB-CNF nanocomposite: The
potential use of the GMB-CNF nanocomposite as a strain sensor is investigated by
studying the instantaneous change in resistance with strain of the nanocomposite. In this
research, the nanocomposite sensor is installed on a surface as well as imbedded in a test
specimen. A strain is applied to the specimen and the resistance change of the
nanocomposite sensor is studied. A numerical model is also developed to relate the
resistance change of the nanocomposite sensor to the applied strain.

In chapter 2, fabrication and characterization of CNT included syntactic foams are presented.
The chapter starts by reviewing previous and current syntactic foam related works. Also, it
discusses the methods used to coat microparticles with metals and present the method used for
preparing a metal seed layer on a surface of GMBs. In addition, the CNT deposition and
syntactic foam processing methods and the mechanical properties of the fabricated syntactic
foams are presented.
Chapter 3 discusses a method of fabricating a freestanding structure consisting of GMBs and
CNFs. It explains the procedures used to form a layer of GMBs on a silicon wafer and the CVD
process to create CNF networks.
Chapter 4 presents a method used to fabricate nanocomposite from GMB-CNF structure and
the mechanical and electrical properties of the nanocomposites.
In chapter 5, the strain sensing behavior of a nanocomposite fabricated from GMB-CNF
structure is investigated. A curve fitting method used to relate the change in resistance with strain
of the nanocomposite sensor is also presented.
8

Chapter 6 summarizes the works done in this research. Also, suggestions for future work on
improving the mechanical and electrical properties of syntactic foams fabricated using CNT
grown microballoons, use of CNT grown microballoons and GMB-CNF structure for bio-sensing
applications are given.
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Chapter 2
Fabrication and Characterization of Carbon Nanotube Included Syntactic
Foams

2.1. Introduction
Syntactic foams are light weight particulate composite materials with hollow micro particle
fillers that are bounded by a polymer matrix. Tailorability, strength-to-weight advantage and
non-corrosive nature of these foams have increased their usage as core materials in sandwich
composites for structural components in boats, ships and aircrafts [47, 48]. Failure of syntactic
foams mostly occurs through matrix rupture when they are used as core materials [48]. Short
fiber reinforcement and toughening techniques in syntactic foams have been recently reported.
For example, glass and aramid fiber bearing syntactic foams has been shown to exhibit higher
compressive strength and modulus than their fiber free counterparts [49-51]. Furthermore, the
addition of short glass fibers significantly increased the flexural strength and modulus of
syntactic foams [52, 53]. The incorporation of carbon fibers in syntactic foams was also found to
considerably increase the ultimate tensile strength and modulus of the foams [54]. However,
variations in the results are reported due to the non-uniformity of the fibers [50, 53, 55].
Compression tests have been performed to determine the influence of specimen aspect ratio
on the stress-strain curve and failure behavior of syntactic foams [56]. Variation of specimen
aspect ratio is observed to cause significant differences in the macroscopic fracture features and
stress-strain curve of the specimen. However, it did not cause considerable change in the
compressive yield strength. The effect of microballoons wall thickness on the compressive
properties of syntactic foams has also been investigated [57]. The syntactic foams compressive
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properties and fracture characteristics showed strong dependence on the microballoons wall
thickness. Similar study has been done to examine how a microballoon radius ratio (the ratio of
the internal to external radii of the microballoons) alters the compressive properties of syntactic
foams [58]. It was observed that decreasing the microballoon radius ratio decreases the
compressive modulus and strength of the foams. There are also reports on hybrid syntactic foams
containing nanoclays and fibers. Considerable improvement on the compressive strength and
modulus properties of hybrid syntactic foams containing nanoclays has been observed [59].
Nanoclay also improved the toughness, tensile, and flexural properties of the foams, though it
negatively affected the glass transition temperature of the foams. On the other hand, only limited
improvement has been observed on the compressive properties of fiber reinforced hybrid
syntactic foam [60].
Characterization of dynamic mechanical properties of syntactic foams provides useful
information for the development and quality control of aerospace and marine structural members
that are often exposed to dynamic loading and vibration.

However, research on dynamic

mechanical behavior of fiber reinforced syntactic foams in the literature has been scant. Capela
et al.[61, 62] used dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) to study the viscous properties of glass
fiber reinforced syntactic foams. It was found that storage modulus increased with glass fiber
reinforcement content.

However, the fiber reinforcement reduced the glass transition

temperature of the syntactic foams. Wouterson et al [54] and Ferreira et al [62] also used DMA
to determine the effect of short carbon fiber content and length on the storage modulus, glass
transition temperature, and damping coefficient of syntactic foams. Important increment in the
storage modulus and a significant reduction in the maximum damping coefficient were obtained
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with the short carbon fiber content. However, the variation of the short fiber content and length
did not affect the glass transition temperature adversely.
Most studies on fiber reinforced syntactic foams, however, mainly focused on glass, aramid,
and carbon fibers. Carbon nanotubes (CNTs), because of their small size and good mechanical
properties, could be the best reinforcing fillers for syntactic foams if they disperse uniformly in
polymeric composites. Researchers have explored several methods of dispersing CNTs in
polymeric matrixes including optimum physical blending and chemical functionalization [3436]. However, the results from these attempts have not produced significant improvements. In
addition, most current mass-produced CNTs are physically agglomerated and difficult to separate
them. Several reports have also revealed that the CNTs dispersion techniques implemented so far
damage the nanostructures and therefore negatively affect their properties [36, 37].
In this chapter, an innovative processing technique to incorporate CNTs in syntactic foams is
presented. In this process, vertically aligned carbon nanotube (CNT) arrays were first grown on
the surface of few microballoons using chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method. The CNT
array deposited microballoons (CNT-D-MBs) are then dispersed into plain microballoons (PMBs) and added into epoxy to fabricate the syntactic foams. The chapter first reviews the
methods used to coat micro-particles and growing CNTs. Then, detail procedures used to coat
the microballoons surface (prepare a seed layer), grow CNTs on microballoons, and fabricate the
syntactic foams are discussed. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (FEI Quanta 3D FEG Dual
Beam FIB/SEM) has been used to study the coating, the CNT growth, and the CNTmicroballoon mixes. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and X-ray diffractometer (XRD)
has also been used to analyze cobalt coated microballoons. The dispersion of the CNTs in the
syntactic foam samples were studied using transmission electron microscope (TEM) (JEOL
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100CX TEM). Compression tests and DMA analysis are performed on the foams to determine
the mechanical properties of CNT included syntactic foams. Direct current electrical
measurements were also conducted to examine the J-V characteristics of the foams.
2.2. Surface Coating of Microparticles
Surface coating of powdery materials have been investigated for the purpose of providing
them additional properties such as changing or modifying their morphological (e.g.,
spheronization and uniformity of grain size), physicochemical (e.g. dispersibility and solubility),
dynamic properties (e.g., fluidity), and granular (e.g., drug delivery system) properties [63-67].
Two different techniques namely hexagonal barrel sputtering and electroless deposition
techniques have been reported to coat micro-particles.
Hexagonal barrel sputtering has been employed to coat both conducting and polymeric
micro-particles. Small SiO2 flakes were coated with thin TiO2 [68] and WO3 [67] films using
hexagonal barrel sputtering method. Suitable conditions prepared for the films were set by first
doing on a flat glass surface. No peak assigned to both TiO2 and WO3 in the XRD pattern,
suggesting that the thickness of the films were very thin. Based on a separate experiment on a
flat glass, the thickness was estimated to be 40-60 nm for TiO2 and 24-40 nm for WO3. The
surface of different grain sizes and shapes of Al2O3 powders were also coated with Pt using
hexagonal-barrel sputtering system [66]. It has been noticed that the system can coat grains of
20 µm diameter powders with thin Pt film. Similar system was also used to modify the surface
of three different sizes (5, 12, 50 µm in diameter) of polymer micro-particles with platinum [69].
It has been noticed that the sputtering system could uniformly coat the particles regardless of
their sizes. Though hexagonal barrel sputtering was implemented successfully to coat various
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micro-particles, coating of hollow glass microballoons has not been reported. The reason could
be that sputtering machines are equipped with vacuuming systems, which may not be appropriate
for coating low density microballoons.
On the other hand, electroless deposition (ELD) method has been attracted lot of interests
from the industry and academia because of its several advantages like low cost, easy formation
of uniform and continuous metal layer on complex shaped substrate, and capability to modify the
surface of non-conducting substrates [70-72]. The method is pointed as cumbersome, requires
long time of preparation, and suffers from waste handling processes by some researchers [66,
69]. However, it is a convenient method for coating bulk materials uniformly than sputtering,
and hence can be considered as efficient and economical method. It uses metastable solutions
composed of a complex metal ion as a source of the metal and a reducing agent. The existence of
the complex electroless solution hinders the spontaneous reduction of the metal ions in the
solution unless the substrate with activated surface, which act as a catalyst, added into the
electroless bath. Some of the metals that can be deposited from electroless solution include Cu,
Ag, Au, Co, and Ni [73].
ELD of hollow glass spheres have seldom been reported for the difficulties involved in the
pretreatment processes due to their low density [74]. Hollow glass microballoons with 10-100
µm in diameter were coated with nickel (Ni) using hypophosphite as a reducing agent in alkaline

bath [74]. Two surface treatment methods were used to improve the surface properties of the
hollow microspheres. First the microballoons were etched by HF solution and then immersed in
a coupling agent ethanol solution. The surface treated microspheres were then added in a colloidpalladium solution for a period of time. The final treatment was done by immersing the
palladium activated glass spheres in HCl solution. The deposition of Ni was performed by
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immersing the microspheres in an electroless bath after the pretreatment procedures. Similar
pretreatment methods has also been used to coat S38 (3M corporation, USA) microballoons with
Ni thin-film [75]. However, studies showed that the method is ill with poor adhesion of the
catalytic particles to the substrate surface, gives low surface coverage, and non-smooth surface
[76-78].
Study showed that pretreatment methods (usually takes 2-3 hours in different chemicals) may
damage the surface of particles [79], and create rough holes on the shell or destroy the spheres
badly, and hence need to be optimized [74]. A simpler method for electroless nickel deposition
on amino-functionalized monodisperes silica spheres, with diameters less than 0.5µm, has been
explained [73]. This method is based on the palladium species, Pd (II), that were chemiadsorbed on self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of 3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (APTMS) on
the substrates. The APTMS is used to bind the metal particle to the substrate surface. The
deposition reaction of the electroless nickel occurs at the adsorbed (palladium) catalytic active
centers on the nonmetallic substrate, when the activated particles are immersed into the ELD
bath. This method does not involve any acid pretreatments that potentially damage the
microballoon surfaces. Therefore, the procedure is modified and used to prepare a seed layer on
the surface of hollow glass microballoons, in this research.
2.3. Growing of CNT
CNTs are grown by catalytic decomposition of carbon precursors, as the carbon diffuses
through a metal catalyst and subsequently precipitate as a graphitic filament [80-82]. They can
be synthesis using electric arc discharge and laser evaporation of graphite targets at higher
temperature, as well as chemical vapor deposition (CVD) process. The latter is a well-known
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production technique of carbon nanofibers [82], and also applicable to multi-wall nanotube
(MWNT) and single wall nanotubes (SWNT) [83]. It is an efficient method to produce high
purity vertically aligned CNTs with high yield [83-85], and is scalable and suitable for
fabricating novel engineered structures [86]. CVD is a suitable process to control the density and
size of the CNTs by dispersing the catalyst on the substrate and adjusting reaction parameters
[85]. The diameter, the density, and the length of the CNTs can be controlled by varying the
growth parameters [83, 84, 87].
Due to the suitability of the method to grow carbon nanostructures in a controlled way on
three dimensional substrates, CVD method is used to grow CNTs on the microballoons. Hollow
glass microballoons are made from soda-lime borosilicate glass, and heating them above 600 οC
may result appreciable changes in their properties [88]. Lee et al [89, 90] reported a two stage
differential heating technique, where the reactants are heated at higher temperature in the first
zone and brought into the second zone, maintained at lower temperature for the CNT growth.
Hence, this method is adopted for growing the CNTs on the microballoons surface.
2.4. Experimental Procedures
2.4.1. Electroless Cobalt Deposition on Microballoons Surface
Cobalt (Co) seed layer was prepared on the surface of S22 glass microballoons using
electroless deposition (ELD) technique [73]. The microballoons used for this experiment were
obtained from 3M Corporation, USA. In a typical experiment, 5 g of microballoons were cleaned
using acetone (Macron Chemicals, USA), isopropyl alcohol (Macron Chemicals, USA) and
ethanol (Pharmco-AAPER and Commercial Alcohols, USA) and dispersed in 350 ml of ethanol.
A vacuum assisted filtering scheme was used to separate the microballoons from each of the
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solvents. Surface functionalization was performed by adding approximately 0.7 ml of 3aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (APTMS) (Alfa Aesar Chemicals, USA) into microballoon/ethanol
suspension. The mixture was then stirred vigorously for 2 hours at room temperature. The
functionalized microballoons were transferred into 350 ml of ethanol containing 0.07 g of PdCl2
(Strem Chemicals, Inc., USA). The solution was then stirred and allowed to react for 2 hours at
ambient conditions in order to adsorb Pd (II) species onto the APTMS functionalized
microballoons. The activated microballoons were later cleaned repeatedly with ethanol and
distilled water. These were added into 210 ml of deionized water for mixing with the ELD bath.
The electroless bath was prepared by dissolving CoCl2.6H2O (2.1 g) (Acros Organics, USA),
NaH2PO2.H2O (0.697 g) (Alfa Aesar Inc., USA), Na3C6H5O7.2H2O (3.5 g) ( Mallinckrodt
Chemicals Inc., USA), and NH4Cl (3.48 g) (Alfa Aesar Inc., USA) into 70 ml of distilled water.
The pH of this solution was adjusted to approximately 8.30 by adding sufficient amount of
NH3.H2O (BDH Aristar, USA) at room temperature. The electroless bath was then added into
the aqueous microballoon dispersion. The solution was stirred vigorously and allowed to remain
at 90 οC for about 15 minutes. After washing with distilled water and ethanol, the Co coated
microballoons were separated and dried at room temperature.
2.4.2. Growing of CNTs on Glass Microballoons Surface
A two stage differential heating technique [90] was employed using dual zone tube furnace
(OTF-1200X-80-II-F3LV, MTI Company) for growing the CNTs on microballoons. Figure 2.1
shows a computer generated scheme of the CVD system used for this work. The temperatures of
the first and the second heating zones were maintained at 850 οC and 600 οC, respectively.
Approximately 0.04 g of Co coated microballoons was spread on an area of 50 cm2 silicon wafer.
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Two such wafers containing Co coated microballoons were kept in the second heating zone of
the furnace. Then, the CVD reactor was heated while maintaining an inert atmosphere by
flowing 80 sccm of argon (Ar).

Prior to CNT growth, the Co coated microballoon were

pretreated using NH3 gas with a flow rate of 100 sccm for 5 minutes. The growth was achieved
by introducing a mixture of 10 sccm C2H2, 75 sccm Ar through a flask containing distilled water
at room temperature, and 50 sccm H2 for 40 minutes.

Pressure regulator
MFC
Pressure gauge
C2H2

NH3
Fume hood
Dual zone furnace

H2

Water bubbler
Ar

Fig. 2. 1 Computer generated 2D diagram of a two stage CVD system.
2.4.3. Syntactic Foam Processing
The matrix used for fabrication of the syntactic foams was bisphenol A diglycidyl (D.E.R.
332) epoxy resin. Triethylenetetraamine (D.E.H. 24) was used as a hardener. Both the epoxy and
the hardener were obtained from DOW Chemical Company. The epoxy resin has very high
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viscosity (around 4000 cps) at room temperature. In order to lessen the difficulty of mixing the
constituents at such high viscosity and reduce air entrapment, C12–C14 aliphaticglycidylether
diluents (CVC Specialty Chemicals) was added in 5 % by volume. In order to fabricate syntactic
foams, the CNT-D-MBs were first combined with P-MBs to form homogeneous CNT-D-MBs/PMBs mixture. Four different CNT-D-MBs/P-MBs mixtures were prepared to fabricate syntactic
foams with different CNT content. Once the CNT-D-MBs/P-MBs mixture was dispersed in the
resin, the constituents were stirred for about 20 minutes. The slurry then casted in molds
prepared from Dow corning 3120 RTV silicon rubber. Neat syntactic foam samples that did not
contain CNTs were also fabricated for comparison. The specimen dimensions for all
compression and DMA tests were respectively 25.5× 25.5× 12.5 mm and 40×12.5×1.5 mm. The
volume fraction of the microballoon in all composites was maintained at 35 %. The samples
were cured for 24 hours at room temperature and post-cured at 100 οC for 3 hours. The material
compositions and densities for all types of syntactic foams are provided in Table 1. The density
of CNT was considered as 1.9 g/cm3 according to reference [91] for porosity calculation.

Table 2. 1 Materials and measured densities of syntactic foams.
Composite
nomenclature
Neat
SF-0.2
SF-0.4
SF-0.6
SF-0.8

CNTs
(Wt %)
0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8

Microballoons
used for growing
CNTs (Wt %)
0.0
0.31
0.66
0.92
1.18
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Measured
density
(g/cm3)
0.784 ± 0.02
0.794 ± 0.02
0.792 ± 0.01
0.785 ± 0.02
0.775 ± 0.01

Matrix
porosity
3.0
2.2
2.4
4.7
6.6

2.4.4. Compression Tests
Compression tests were conducted on five samples from each set of fabricated specimen
according to ASTM D 695-91 using QTEST 150 universal testing equipment at a crosshead
speed of 0.5 mm/mm at room temperature. The samples were compressed until about 60 % of the
initial height. The Young’s modulus and yield stress of the syntactic foam samples were noted
and compared.
2.4.5. Dynamic Mechanical Analysis
Rheometric Solids Analyzer (RSA III) ( Rheometric Scientific, inc.) was used for DMA test.
To study the mechanical properties over a range of temperatures, and to determine the glass
transition temperatures of the samples, dynamic temperature step tests were performed. The
samples were heated from 25 °C to 200 °C at a strain of 0.4 %. The tests were performed in
tension mode and with a gap length of 25 mm. The samples were subjected to an oscillatory
strain at a frequency of 1 Hz. The test meets ASTM D 5026-01 and ASTM E1640-04 standards.
2.4.6. Electrical Measurements
Direct current electrical measurement was performed to study the I-V characteristics of the
syntactic foams, at room temperature. Keithley 6485 picoammeter was used to record the
current for testing voltages from 2 to 26 V, with a step of 2 V. The power source was GW Instek
GPS-4251, connected in series with the picoammeter. Silver paste (PELCO conductive Silver
187, Ted Pella, Inc.) was painted on an area of a circle with 10 mm in diameter on opposite faces
of the samples to ensure good electrical contacts. The distance between the two electrodes is
approximately equal to the thickness of the samples (2 mm).
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2.5. Results and Discussions
2.5.1. Seed Layer and CNT Growth
Silica surface has a strong affinity towards moisture and hence contain -OH groups sticking
out of it. Therefore, organo-functional silanes, such as APTMS, can be adsorbed strongly on
these surface hydroxyls via strong bonds of Si-O-Si and forms ultrathin homogeneous SAMs (Si-(CH2)3-NH2) on the surface with terminated amine groups outward. On the other hand, Pd(II)
has been reported to chemically bind to ligands containing nitrogen, phosphorous, and sulfur
donor atoms [92]. Therefore, the amine groups obtained after the functionalization process are
important surface modifiers which later used to covalently bind palladium Pd (II) on the surface
of glass microballoons during the activation processes. When the Pd activated glass
microballoons were transferred to the electroless Co deposition bath, the Pd (II) species reduced
to Pd by the H2 PO
 in the bath and the coating initiates. XPS analysis was carried out to detect
the presence of Co on the microballoons after the ELD process. Figure 2.2a exhibits the XPS
spectra of Co 2p. The existence of Co 2p3/2 and Co 2p1/2 at 778.1 eV and 793.1eV, indicate the
presence of Co2+ species in the oxide state. SEM image of Co coated microballoon in Fig. 2.2b
depicts fine dispersion of nanocrystaline Co particles on the surface of the microballoon. The
figure shows that the treatment of APTMS functionalized microballoons with a Pd (II)-based
activation solution results in the deposition of Co particles in the size range from 30 to 110 nm.
The Co particles were used to grow vertically aligned CNT arrays on the microballoons
surface. Figure 2.3 shows Co coated glass microballoons spread on the silicon wafer before and
after the CVD process. Even though the wafers contain multiple layers of microballoons, dark
deposits were seen on all microballoons. As shown in Fig. 2.4 a, CNT arrays are grown on the
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Fig. 2. 2 (a) XPS fine-scan spectra of Co on the microballoon surface, (b) SEM image
showing Co nanoparticles on a microballoon surface.

surface of all microballoons. They are oriented perpendicular to the microballoon surface.
Smaller size microballoons have a flower like structure with few mats of CNT arrays. The CNTs
in each array are in good alignment (Fig. 2.4b). It can be observed in Fig. 2.5a that the grown
CNTs have uniform diameter of 35 nm and length of up to 20 µm. It is clear that the quantity of
the CNT arrays is proportional to the surface area of the substrate. Due to their spherical shape,
microballoons provide high surface area to deposit more CNT arrays than a flat surface.
Therefore, the weight of CNTs required to reinforce the whole syntactic foams can be deposited
on only few microballoons. This is very important in reducing the cost for large scale composite
processing. From TEM analysis, the CNTs have low crystallinity and tubular forms (Fig. 2.5b).
The Raman spectra of the CNTs in Fig. 2.6 show two peaks. The D-band at around 1364.5 cm-1
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is related to the nanotube defects, and the one at 1583.0 is associated with the longitudinal and
transversal optical vibration of the tubes [93]. The ratio of the intensity of the D-band and the Gband,  D , is about 1.002 indicating the high content of nanotube defects [94]. The low
I

IG

crystallinity is attributed to several factors such as low deposition temperature, atmospheric
deposition pressure, and amorphous structure of the electroless deposited catalyst [95-97].

Before CVD process

After CVD process

Fig. 2. 3 Co coated GMBs before and after CVD process.
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(a)

(b)

50 µm

2 µm

Fig. 2. 4 SEM image of CNT arrays, (a) CNT arrays on microballoons surface, (b)
alignment of CNT arrays.

(a)

(b)

0.1 µm

0.5 µm

Fig. 2. 5 TEM images of CNTs grown on microballoon surface, (a) diameter distribution
of the CNTs and, (b) tubular structure of the CNTs.
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Fig. 2. 6 Raman spectra of CNTs.

2.5.2. Characterization of CNT-D-MBs/P-MBs Mix and Syntactic Foam
The CNT-D-MBs and P-MBs were mixed by vigorously shaking them in a closed container
before they were added into the epoxy. Figures 2.7(a to d) show different CNT-D-MBs/P-MBs
mixtures prepared to fabricate syntactic foam samples containing CNTs. P-MBs (Fig. 2.7e) and
CNT-D-MBs (Fig. 2.7f) are also depicted for comparison. Even though each mixes contain very
few CNT-D-MBs (Table 2.1), they exhibit significant color difference as compared to the PMBs. This is due to the homogeneous distribution of CNT-D-MBs in the plain ones. Moreover,
SEM investigation of the CNT-D-MBs/P-MBs mixtures revealed the presence of CNTs on PMBs, blurring their white color. A typical SEM observation of the presence of CNTs on P-MBs
is portrayed in Fig. 2.8a. CNT-D-MBs are also shown in Fig. 2.8b after they are combined with
the P-MBs. In some of CNT-D-MBs, a portion of CNTs is detached leaving an empty space on
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the radial CNT array (Fig. 2.8bb). Nevertheless, the CNT arrays have remained intact on most
CNT-D-MBs.
The CNT-D-MBs/P-MBs mixtures were then added into epoxy system and stirred using a
rigid plastic rod to fabricate CNT reinforced syntactic foams (CNT-syntactic foams). It was
apparent that some of the CNTs seen on the P-MBs could easily be transferred into the matrix
during the stirring process. For the case of CNT-D-MBs, the alignment is believed to facilitate
the separation of individual CNTs from the array as they come in contact with the epoxy. This is
assumed to take place as a result of shear forces developed during the stirring process, as the
resin may not wet individual CNTs in the array due to the dense growth. TEM analysis was
performed in order to validate this assumption. The TEM revealed that all the fabricated
syntactic foams had regions with dense CNT distribution in the matrix as shown in Fig. 2.9 (a to
d). There was no significant variation in the density of distribution in these areas. It was observed
that the CNTs got detached from the microballoons and moved around without forming
aggregates. Therefore, growing the CNTs on the microballoons is a promising method to avoid
CNT cluster formation. However, it is worth to point out that the presence of the dense CNT
regions in the matrix also indicated the inefficiency of the stirring process that resulted in an
uneven distribution of CNTs after they got detached from the microballoons.
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Fig. 2. 7 Different CNT-D-MBs/P-MBs mixtures, P-MBs, and CNT-D-MBs, (a) to (d)
CNT-D-MBs/P-MBs mixtures prepared for SF-0.2, SF-0.4, SF-0.6, and SF0.8 (from left to right), (e) P-MBs, and (f) CNT-D-MBs.

(b)

(a)
CNT-D-MBs

20 µm

2 µm

50 µm

Fig. 2. 8 SEM images showing CNTs on microballoons surface, (a) on P-MBs and ( b)
on CNT-D-MBs.
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(b)

(a)
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(d)

(c)

1 µm

1 µm

Fig. 2. 9 TEM images of the CNT
CNT-syntactic foam,( a) SF-0.2, b) SF-0.4, (c)
c) SF-0.6,
SF
and
(d) SF-0.8.

2.5.3. Compression Test Results
The compression test results for CNT
CNT-syntactic
syntactic foam samples were compared with that of
neat syntactic foam. Figure 2.10 shows representative compressive stress
stress-strain
strain curves for the
syntactic foams. All foams demonstrate a linear
linear-elastic behavior at the beginning.
ginning. Yield stress
occurs at the end of the linear region and the stress becomes nearly constant with increasing
strain. This plateau region is due to the crushing of microballoons. The stress increases again at
the end of the plateau region indicating consolidation. A major outcome of these tests is that all
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CNT-syntactic foams have higher modulus as compared to the neat syntactic foam. However,
variation of CNT loading does not affect the modulus significantly. Figure 2.11 presents
comparison of the average values of compressive modulus and yield strength of different
syntactic foam samples obtained from five tests. The error bars in the figure represent one
standard deviation on either side of the mean. The compressive modulus for SF-0.2, SF-0.4, SF0.6, and SF-0.8 has increased by 35.8 %, 36.4 %, 38.8 %, and 41.1 %, respectively compared to
the neat syntactic foams. This can be explained by the matrix toughening effect of the CNTs in
syntactic foams with higher matrix content. It is worth to mention again that the volume fraction
of the matrix is 0.65. CNT addition, however, did not alter the compressive strength of the
foams considerably. This is attributable to the crushing of microballoons that leads to the failure
of the composite at about only 8 −10 % of strain [56, 58, 98].
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Fig. 2. 10 Stress-strain curves of various syntactic foams.
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Fig. 2. 11 Comparison of compressive modulus and yield stress.

2.5.4. DMA Results
The representative storage modulus curves of the composites are plotted against temperature
in Fig. 2.12. Storage modulus is a measure of the ability of a material to absorb energy
elastically. The storage modulus plots of the CNT-syntactic foams and neat syntactic foams
presented in the figure shows a similar trend. Initially, the storage modulus decreases gradually
with an increase in temperature, followed by a sharp drop. A comparison of the average storage
modulus (E’) of five tests at 25 οC for all samples is presented in Fig. 2.13. The excellent
repeatability of the test is represented by the error bars, which signify the narrow standard
deviation from the mean. As shown in the figure, the storage modulus of CNT-syntactic foams is
slightly higher as compared to the neat foams. The enhancement in storage modulus is the
highest (9.5%) for SF-0.4 syntactic foams. An increase in the weight fraction of CNTs beyond
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0.4 tends to decrease the storage modulus as noted in Fig. 2.13. This is due to the nonhomogeneous dispersion of the additional CNTs that facilitated easier molecular polymer chain
movements [99]. This could be improved by optimized blending technique. Another reason
could be due to the void content in the samples. As it can be observed from Table 2.1, high CNT
loading leads to higher porosity, which also contributes to the decrease in the storage modulus.
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Fig. 2. 12 Storage modulus curves of the syntactic foams.
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Fig. 2. 13 Comparison of storage modulus at 25 οC.

Typical damping coefficient (Tan δ) curves of the neat and CNT-syntactic foams are shown
in Fig. 2.14. Figure 2.15 compares average values of Tan δ at room temperature and the glass
transition temperatures (Tg ) of the different syntactic foam specimen. Error bars shown in the
figure are based on standard deviation of five tests. A relatively large increase in Tan δ was
observed for all CNT-syntactic foams as compared to the neat foams. In particular, the overall
increase for SF-0.8 syntactic foam is 104 %. However, addition of CNTs did not affect the glass
transition temperature considerably. Only a 3 οC shift in Tg as compared to the neat syntactic
foam was observed for samples with 0.4 wt% and higher CNT loading. Previous works have also
showed that, the presence of carbon nanofillers has not significantly affected the curing
chemistry of the composite system, and hence has not altered the Tg considerably [100].
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Fig. 2. 14 Tan δ plots of the syntactic foams.

2.5.5. Electrical Measurement Results
Electrical properties of the syntactic foams could only be improved if there are conductive
networks of CNTs in the matrix. As discussed in Section 2.5.2, the hand stirring process was
inadequate to create uniform CNT dispersion. Therefore, the DC electrical measurement showed
no improvement in the electrical conductivity of the CNT hybrid syntactic foams as compared to
the neat ones. The current in both foams was about the same as the noise current (~0.054 nA).
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2.6. Conclusions
The effect of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) on the compressive and dynamic mechanical
properties of syntactic foams is experimentally characterized. Vertically aligned CNTs were first
grown on the surface of few microballoons and mixed with plain microballoons. The mixture
was then added into the matrix to fabricate syntactic foam samples with varying CNT content,
0.0 to 0.8 wt %. TEM observations of the samples indicate the method used to incorporate the
CNTs is promising under optimized blending technique. The results show that compressive
modulus and damping coefficient are enhanced by the presence of nanotubes. The strength,
however, is not changed noticeably due to the influence of microballoons crushing. The storage
modulus and the glass transition temperature are only marginally affected.
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Chapter 3
Fabrication and Characterization of Novel Free Standing Carbon
Nanofiber/Microballoon Structure1

3.1.

Introduction
Production of macroscopic, engineered structures based on carbon nanofibers (CNFs) and

carbon nanotubes (CNTs)

has been the subject of extensive research for many potential

applications such as super hydrophobic surfaces [101, 102] catalytic films in dye-sensitized solar
cell and fuel cells [103, 104], biomimetic adhesives [105, 106], and thin film conductive
composites [107, 108]. Various methods of fabricating the CNF and CNT-based micro and
macro structures have been developed in order to benefit from their excellent mechanical and
electrical properties [109-111].
Specifically of interest to this work, the potential benefits of random carbon nanostructure
networks have been explored by several researchers. CNF and CNT networks have been used as
electrode materials for super capacitors due to their high surface area and conductivity [112,
113]. They were also proposed for applications in Li-ion batteries [114, 115], biosensors [116],
and electrochemical sensor [8, 117]. Many approaches have been explored to fabricate carbon
nanostructure networks including solution processing [118, 119], use of sacrificial 2D colloidal
crystal templates [120], and direct deposition on substrates [115, 121]. Fabricating the carbon
nanostructure networks as free standing structure or paper has also been explored [26, 122].
These fabrication methods comprised of post processing of the carbon nanostructures using
vacuum filtration and through the domino effect.

1

Material Letters, Elsevier
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This chapter discusses synthesis of CNFs on self-assembled nickel (Ni) coated glass
microballoons (GMBs) to fabricate a paper like freestanding structure (GMB-CNF structure). A
two stage chemical vapor deposition (CVD) technique has been employed for growing the CNFs
and creating their networks. The CVD system was water-assisted for the purpose of enhancing
the activity of the catalyst [109]. The Ni coated GMBs, the CNFs grown on the microballoons
and their networks have been investigated using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (FEI
Quanta 3D FEG Dual Beam FIB/SEM). Energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis has also been
employed to study the Ni coating. The properties of the CNFs were examined using transmission
electron microscope (TEM) (JEOL JEM-1011 TEM) and Raman spectroscopy (Renishaw 2000
micro-Raman).

3.2.

Seed Layer Preparation
A Ni seed layer was prepared on the surface of S22 hollow GMBs (3M Corporation, USA)

using electroless deposition technique (ELD). The ELD consists of three step procedures;
functionalization, activation, and deposition [73]. Similar procedures were followed in order to
functionalize and activate the surface of 5 g GMBs, as described in Section 2.4.1. The ELD bath
was prepared by dissolving NiCl2.6H2O (2.1 g) (Alfa Aesar Inc., USA), NaH2PO2.H2O (0.697 g)
(Alfa Aesar Inc., USA), Na3C6H5O7.2H2O (3.5 g) (Mallinckrodt Chemicals Inc., USA), and
NH4Cl (3.48 g) (Alfa Aesar Inc., USA) into 70 ml of distilled water. The pH of this solution was
adjusted approximately to 8.25 by adding NH3.H2O (BDH Aristar, USA) at room temperature.
The electroless bath was then added into the aqueous GMBs dispersion. The solution was stirred
vigorously at room temperature for about 8 to 10 minutes. After washing with distilled water
and ethanol, the Ni coated GMBs were separated and dried at room temperature.
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3.3. Formation of GMB Layer
A layer of Ni coated GMBs was formed on the surface of 60 × 18 mm-size SiO2 wafer using
a technique similar to dip coating. Approximately 50 mg of Ni coated GMBs were suspended in
30 ml of ethanol and the suspension was added into a flow control adapter (Inner joint size
24/40, Chemiglass) containing the silicon wafer. The wafer was placed vertical in the flow
control adapter. In order to form a layer of GMBs, the level of the suspension was lowered by
draining from the bottom. The drain flow rate was maintained at 11.5 ml/min. A schematic
representation of the process is shown in Fig. 3.1.

Si wafer

Ethanol/Ni
coated GMBs
suspension

Self assembled layer of
Ni coated GMBs

Drain

Fig. 3. 1 A scheme of forming a layer of Ni-coated GMBs on a Si wafer.

3.4.

CNF Growth
The CVD system consists of a two stage horizontal tube furnace, as explained in Section

2.4.2. The temperature of the first heating zone was maintained at 850 oC. Two rectangular Si
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wafers containing a layer of Ni-coated GMBs were first placed in a quartz boat as show Fig. 3.2.
For CNF growth, the quartz boat was placed in the second heating zone, maintained at 570 oC.
Argon (Ar) with the flow rate of 160 sccm was run while maintaining the process temperatures.
Before the growth, the Ni coated GMBs were pretreated using NH3 gas with a flow rate of 100
sccm for 5 minutes. The growth was achieved by introducing a mixture of 20 sccm C2H2, 150
sccm Ar through a flask containing distilled water at 23 οC, and 100 sccm H2 for 10, 15, and 20
minutes. The CVD deposition was carried out at atmospheric pressure. The combined mass of
the wafer, the layer of microballoons, and the CNFs after the CVD process was noted for
computing the mass fractions and the bulk density of the structure. A schematic of the CVD
system used for this process is shown in Fig. 2.1.

Fig. 3. 2 Si wafer pieces containing Ni coated GMBs in a quartz boat prepared for CVD
process.

3.5.

Direct Current Electrical Measurement
The I-V characteristics of the GMB-CNF structure fabricated within 20 minutes of growth

time was studied to determine the electrical conductivity. Keithley 6485 picoammeter was used
to record the current for testing voltages from 2 to 26 V, with a step of 2 V. The power source
was GW Instek GPS-4251, connected in series with the picoammeter. Samples were cut into 20
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× 5 mm and probed at the two ends, along the length. The distance between probes was

maintained at 10 mm. Silver paste (PELCO conductive Silver 187, Ted Pella, Inc.) was coated at
the two ends of the specimens to ensure good electrical contacts between the electrodes and the
samples.

3.6.

Results and Discussions

3.6.1. Ni Coating and Layer Formation
As is known, silica surface has a strong affinity towards moisture and hence contain -OH
groups sticking out of it. Organo-functional silanes, such as APTMS, can be adsorbed strongly
on these surface hydroxyls via strong bonds of Si-O-Si and forms homogeneous ultrathin SAMs
(-Si-(CH2)3-NH2) on the surface with terminated amine groups outward. On the other hand, Pd
(II) has been reported to chemically bind to ligands containing nitrogen, phosphorous, and sulfur
donor atoms [92]. Therefore, the amine groups obtained after the functionalization process are
important surface modifiers which used to covalently bind palladium Pd (II) on the surface of
GMBs during the activation processes. When Pd activated GMBs were transferred to the ELD
bath, the Pd (II) species reduced to Pd by the H2 PO
2 in the bath and the coating initiates. EDX
analysis was carried out on the GMBs before and after the ELD process. As shown in Fig. 3.3,
the presence of Ni is detected for the GMBs after the ELD process. Fig. 3.4a is the SEM image
of the Ni coated GMBs. Fine dispersions of nanocrystaline Ni particles are seen on the surface of
the GMBs. The sizes of the particle were in the range of 60-140 nm. Fig. 3.4b shows a typical
optical micrograph of the layer of Ni coated GMBs formed on Si wafer. Obtaining uniformly
self-assembled large area monolayer was technically challenging due to the size variation and the
low density of the GMBs. Consequently, the layer had microspores in few areas.
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Fig. 3. 3 EDX spectra of GMBs before and after the ELD process.
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10 µm

1 mm

Fig. 3. 4 (a) SEM image of a Ni coated GMBs, and (b) typical optical micrograph of a
layer of Ni coated GMBs formed on Si wafer.
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3.6.2. CNF Growth and GMB-CNF structure
Figure 3.5 shows the SEM images of broken pieces of GMB-CNF structure for 10, 15, and
20 minutes of growth times. In all depositions, the GMBs were entirely and uniformly covered
by CNFs. At 10 minutes of growth time (Fig. 3.5 (a and d)), the CNFs were long enough to fill
most of the empty spaces among the adjacent GMBs. In addition, the CNFs grown on one GMB
are seen to interact with the CNFs grown on the adjacent GMB. However, the interaction was
not sufficient to bind the layer of GMBs together. Besides, few bigger size empty spaces are
observed in the SEM image. The GMBs that filled these spaces might have fallen during
separation of the GMB-CNF structure piece from the silicon wafer. When the growth time
increases to 15 minutes (Fig. 3.5 (b and e)), few longer fibers were seen to form a network on the
top of the GMBs layer. At this stage, the presences of the GMBs are barely visible due to the
CNFs network. Though, the CNFs network bind the whole GMBs in the layer, the structure was
not easily peeled off from the wafer. This effect might be attributed to the stronger interaction
between the CNFs and the wafer than among the CNFs on the adjacent GMBs.
The SEM images for 20 minutes of growth are shown in Fig. 3.5 (c and f). The GMBs in this
case were completely covered by random CNFs network with few hundred micron lengths. The
CNFs diameter was in the range of 20−60 nm. The layer of the GMBs formed on the Si substrate
was sandwiched between the CNFs network. It is presumed that there is relatively weaker
interaction between the GMB-CNF structure and the Si substrate than the closely packed CNFs
network. As a result, no other additive was required to completely peel the structure from the
wafer. Figure 3.6a shows how the structure is peeled from the wafer. As it can be seen from Fig.
3.6b, the GMB-CNF structure is free standing. Generally, CNFs have high van der Waals forces
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between adjacent CNFs due to their high aspect ratio. This force of interaction could bind the
layer of the GMBs and form the structure. In addition, there is an obvious physical entanglement
of the CNFs. Several free standing GMB-CNF structures were fabricated using this process
consistently. In order to determine the optimum growth time for fabricating a free standing and
peelable structure, growth times were varied keeping other parameters constant. For growth time
of less than 20 minutes, the GMB-CNF structure could not be peeled off from the silicon wafer.
At 20 minutes, the structure was easily peeled off, and therefore, weight percent calculations and
electrical measurements were performed for these GMBs-CNF structures. From SEM analysis,
the thickness of the structure was determined to be approximately 75 µm. Also, based on weight
measurements of six samples, the bulk density of the structure was found as 0.293 g/cm3, and the
average weight fractions of the microballoons and the CNFs as 18.7 and 81.3, respectively. The
CNFs weight percent represents the minimum weight fraction required to fabricate a free
standing and peelable structure using the method described in Section 3.4.
Figure 3.7 shows TEM images for the CNFs grown on the GMBs. Most of the CNFs are bent
and deformed with few having narrow hollow structures at the center (see the insert in Fig. 3.7).
Van der Waals forces between cross contacted carbon nanostructures could be the reason that
deformed and bent them [123, 124]. The CNFs are also found to be composed of defective
graphitic sheets due to the low growth temperature as shown in the Raman spectra of the CNFs
in Fig. 3.8. The spectrum at around 1332.11cm-1 is attributed to the D-band which corresponds to
the defects of graphitic sheet. The other spectrum at around 1589.05 cm-1 is the G-band which is
the tangential mode of the graphitic structure [125]. The intensity of D-band is about the same as
the intensity of the G-band with intensity ratio,
the fibers.
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Fig. 3. 5 SEM images of GMB-CNF structure pieces after different growth times, (a) 10 minutes,
(b) 15 minutes, (c) 20 minutes, (d-f) magnified views of (a), (b), and (c), respectively.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. 6 (a) Peeling of the GMBs-CNF structure, (b) the peeled-off structure lifted with forceps.

500 nm

100 nm

Fig. 3. 7 TEM image of the CNFs with higher magnification insert.
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Fig. 3. 8 Raman spectra of the CNFs.

3.7.

Electrical Test Results
Electrical measurements were performed to study the I-V characteristics of five samples cut

from different structures. Figure 3.9 shows the J-E characteristics of the GMB-CNF structure
samples. The J-E curve is roughly linear for the voltage ranges, which implies Ohmic contact
between the probes and the samples. Due to the three dimensional randomly tangled CNF
networks, the electrical conductivity of the structure is found to be isotropic. The average
electrical conductivity value, measured from the slope of the curves, for the GMBs-CNF
structure is 7.46 Sm-1. As a result, it could be used to fabricate conductive nanocomposite films
that potentially be used as imbedded sensors in syntactic foams. It is envisage that, in such
nanocomposites, the crushing of the microballoons could result noticeable electrical property
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change. This electrical property change can then be used to determine the onset of microballoons
crushing or the crack formation in the syntactic foam being monitored in practical applications.
Consequently, the structure may have significant importance for in-situ health monitoring
applications.
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Fig. 3. 9 J-E plots for the GMB-CNF structure samples.

3.8.

Conclusions
This work demonstrated a method of fabricating a free standing structure consisting of glass

microballoons (GMBs) and random carbon nanofiber (CNF) networks. The CNFs were
deposited on a layer of Ni coated GMBs at 570 οC. The growth times were varied keeping other
parameters constant. At about 20 minutes of growth time, the long CNFs were observed to
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crosslink and form a network over the GMBs layer. Consequently, a free standing and easily
peelable GMB-CNF structure was formed. Electrical measurements indicate the formation of
conductive networks in the structure. A potential application of this GMB-CNF structure can be
in the fabrication of thin film conductive nanocomposites and as a sensor.
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Chapter 4
Fabrication and Characterization of GMB-CNF Nanocomposite

4.1. Introduction
In chapter 3, fabrication of a free standing structure consisting of glass microballoons and
CNFs (GMB-CNF structure) was discussed. In this chapter, nanocomposites employing GMBCNF structure (GMB-CNF nanocomposite) are fabricated by infiltrating acetone diluted epoxy
resin into the structure. This nanocomposite can potentially be used as imbedded sensor for
detecting damage in syntactic foams. Due to their high damping property, syntactic foams used
as structural members and may be often exposed to dynamic loading and vibration. Therefore, it
is important to investigate the dynamic mechanical properties of the new material that can
possibly be imbedded in syntactic foams for health monitoring applications (HMA). In order to
determine the dynamic mechanical properties of the GMB-CNF nanocomposite, dynamic
mechanical analysis (DMA) is conducted. The results of the test are compared with neat
composite that do not contain CNFs. In addition, electrical measurement is performed to study
the J-E characteristics and determine the electrical conductivity of the nanocomposite. Scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) (FEI Quanta 3D FEG Dual Beam FIB/SEM), has been used to study
the wetting of the fibers and the microballoons during the infiltration process.
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4.2.

Experiment

4.2.1. Fabrication of GMB-CNF Nanocomposite
Epoxy resin (D.E.R. 332) and curing agent (D.E.H. 24), both from DOW Chemical
Company, were used as a polymer matrix. The resin was diluted with acetone. The resin and the
curing agent were mixed at a weight ratio of 87:13. Vacuum infiltration system was used to
infiltrate the epoxy resin system into the GMB-CNF structure to fabricate nanocomposite
samples (GMB-CNF nanocomposite). In this method, GMB-CNF structures were first laid on a
non-stick Teflon sheet covered flat plate. The plate is placed on a plastic bag prepared for
vacuuming purpose (see Fig. 4.1a). Sufficient amount of resin system was poured on the Teflon
sheet at the place indicated in Fig. 4.1a. Teflon coated top plate is then placed in order to evenly
spread the resin system. Finally, the bag was sealed and subjected to a vacuum pressure of 60
torr for about 24 hours. After this process, a cured nanocomposite was obtained. The
nanocomposite was then post cured for 3 hours at 100 οC. For comparison, neat composite
samples containing Ni-coated microballoons were also fabricated. The weight percentage of the
Ni-coated microballoon in both composite systems was about 1.89 %. Samples were cut into
50.4 × 12.6 mm for DMA testing. The thickness of the samples was 0.14 ± 0.06 mm. Figure 4.1b
shows GMB-CNF nanocomposite and neat sample.

4.2.2. DMA Tests
Rheometric Solids Analyzer (RSA III), Rheometric Scientific, inc. was used for measuring
the dynamic properties of the GMB-CNF nanocomposite. All tests were performed in tension
mode and with a gap length of 25mm. While testing films or fibers in tensile mode, it is very
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GMB-CNF nanocomposite
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Neat composite

Location where a resin
system was poured

Fig. 4. 1 (a) Vacuum infiltration process, and (b) Fabricated samples.

important to maintain the static force higher than the peak level of the force reached in the
dynamic oscillation [126]. This will prevent the buckling of the samples as a result of the
compressive stress applied due to the oscillatory strain, which eventually affects the quality of
the data. This is required if the test is done at increasing temperature where the resulting thermal
expansion changes the static force. In RSA III DMA instrument, the tensile strain on the sample
as result of temperature change can be adjusted by instructing the RSA III control computer to
monitor and control the static tension during the test. This can be done by applying a constant or
proportional static force during a temperature sweep test. In the first case, the static force is set to
a value greater than a user defined maximum dynamic force at the start of a test. This value will
then remain constant throughout the test, regardless of the measured dynamic force. In the
second case, the ratio between the static force and the measured dynamic force maintained
constant throughout the test. For tests run over a range of temperature, this can be an advantage
because it decreases the static force as the modulus decreases. For all tests performed in this
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experiment, the second method was employed by setting the static force 20 % greater than the
previously measured dynamic force from the range suggested by the manufacturer (10 – 40 %)
[126]. Three different types of tests were performed on the GMB-CNF nanocomposite; dynamic
strain sweep, dynamic frequency sweep, and dynamic temperature step test.
a)

Dynamic Strain Sweep Test
The strain sweep test is important to determine the linear viscoelastic region (LVER) of the

material. Tests were performed over a range of strains from 0.05 to 5 %, at 25 °C, while
maintaining the frequency at 1Hz.
b) Frequency Sweep Test
This test is performed to study the elastic and loss modulus behavior of GMB-CNF
nanocomposite over a range of frequencies. Tests were performed at 0.1 % strain over a range of
frequencies between 0.1 and 80 Hz.
c) Dynamic Temperature Step Test
Dynamic temperature step tests were performed to study the storage modulus (E’), loss
modulus (E”), and damping coefficient (Tan δ) over a range of temperatures, and to determine
the glass transition temperature (Tg) of the samples. The samples were heated from 25 °C to 200
°C at a strain of 0.1 %. The temperature increment was set to 3 °C per step, with a soak time of
30 seconds at each measurement temperature. The tests were performed in tension mode, and
with a gap length of 25 mm. The samples were subjected to an oscillatory strain at a frequency of
1 Hz.
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4.2.3. Electrical Measurements
Direct current electrical measurement was performed to study the J-E characteristics of the
nanocomposite, at room temperature. Keithley 6485 picoammeter was used to record the current
for testing voltages from 2 to 26 V, with a step of 2 V. The power source was GW Instek GPS4251, connected in series with the picoammeter. Samples were cut into 20 × 5 mm and probed at
the two ends, along the length. Silver paste (PELCO conductive Silver 187, Ted Pella, Inc.) was
used for electrodes on both sides. The distance between the electrodes was maintained at 10 mm.

4.3.

Results and Discussions

4.3.1. Characterization of GMB-CNF Nanocomposite
The pore sizes formed by randomly networked CNFs on the surface of GMB-CNF structure
were around 2 µm. However, the openings are expected to be much lower than this size near the
surface of microballoons. Hence, acetone diluted resin system was infused through the structure.
This is to ensure wetting of both the fibers and the microballoons. A GMB-CNF nanocomposite
was broken with hand and viewed under SEM to study the impregnation of the CNF and the
microballoon with the resin during the vacuum infiltration process. In Fig. 4.2a, the regions
designated by arrows are the microballoons surface, whereas; the region marked by the closed
boundaries indicates resin wetted nanofibers that had been in contact with the microballoons
before breakage. The existences of these regions indicate that, during breaking, the resin wetted
nanofibers could easily be deboned from the microballoon surface. In Fig. 4.2b, individual
nanofibers in the region between the curved line and the microballoons surface could easily be
identified. From these two observations, it can be concluded that the microballoons surface and
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the nanofibers near to these surfaces were not adequately wetted. This could be improved by
increasing the resin infiltration time. Based on measurements, the GMB-CNF nanocomposite has
an average density of 0.78 g/cm3. Besides, the weight fractions of the microballoons, the CNFs,
CNFs
and the resin system of the nanocomposite are approximately 1.89 %, 8.21 %, and 89.90 %,
respectively.

(a)

(b)

Inadequately wetted nanofibers

10 µm

5 µm

GMB-CNF
CNF nanocomposite, (a) separation of
Fig. 4. 2 SEM Micrographs of a broken edge of GMB
resin wetting fibers from microballoons, and (b) inadequately wetted nanofibers.

4.3.2. DMA Results
Determination of the LVER of the GMB
GMB-CNF
CNF nanocomposite is required before doing any
dynamic measurements to probe the materials dynamic properties. This is because experiments
must be conducted within the LVER of the material in order to accurately evaluate
evaluat the
relationships between molecular structure and viscoelastic behavior of the material [127].
Dynamic properties from such tests are independent of imposed stress or strain levels. Once the
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strain sweep test is conducted, the complex modulus (E*) and complex viscosity (µ*) of the
material can be plotted with respect to strain. The point at which E* or µ* deviates by more than
10 % from a constant (plateau) value indicates departure from linear viscoelastic behavior [127].
In the current work, attempts were made to perform strain sweep tests up to 5 % strain at room
temperature. However, the test failed at around 0.4 % strain due to the overloading of the
instrument. Typical strain sweep plot for samples tested at 25 °C is shown in Fig. 4.3. The
percent deviation from the dynamic modulus at 0.05 % strain and 0.4 % strain is ~ 4.33 %.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the samples show linear viscoelastic behavior up to 0.4 %
strain.
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Fig. 4. 3 Dynamic strain sweep plot for GMB-CNF nanocomposite.
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1

Syntactic foams may see several frequencies in their final product applications. If the GMBCNF nanocomposite, and are used for HMA in syntactic foams, it is important to know the
viscoelastic properties at various frequencies. Frequency sweep test enables to determine the
viscoelastic properties of a material as a function of timescale. This test was performed on the
GMB-CNF nanocomposite within the LVER of the material. Figure 4.4 shows the storage and
loss modulus plots of the nanocomposite against frequency. The dominant modulus at a
particular frequency will determine whether the nanocomposite appears to be elastic or viscous,
in the process of similar time scale [127]. As it can be seen from the Fig. 4.4, E’ is almost
independent of frequency, whereas E” showed dependence on frequency after about 10 Hz. It is
also noted that E’ is always higher than E” within the frequency range 0.1 and 80 Hz. Therefore,
the GMB-CNF nanocomposite exhibits a predominantly elastic response within the sweep
frequency.
The E’ and Tan δ of the GMB-CNF nanocomposite and the neat composite are plotted
against temperature and, shown in Figs. 4.5 and 4.6, respectively. Fig. 4.5 demonstrates that the
E’ changes show a similar trend with variation in temperature for both materials. The E’
decreases gradually with an increase in temperature until it reaches the Tg, of the samples, which
is the temperature corresponding to the peak of the Tan δ plot. At the Tg region of both samples,
a sharp reduction in E’ is observed, which can be attributed to the softening of the matrix. At 25
°C, the E’ of the GMB-CNF nanocomposite is about 36 % higher than the neat composite. This
is attributed to the existence of stiff CNFs [40].
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Fig. 4. 4 Dynamic frequency sweep plot for GMB-CNF nanocomposite.

The Tan δ plots of the GMB-CNF nanocmposite and the neat composite are shown in Fig.
4.6. The Tan δ values for the nanocomposite is lower than the neat composite, which may be
attributed to the lower energy loss. An overall of 57 % reduction in Tan δ at 25 °C is obtained.
At 25 °C, the Tg of the nanocomposite is lower as compared to the neat composite by about 10
°C. The composition of the nanocomposite is different from the neat one with the inclusion of
CNFs and in the use of acetone. The roles of these additional constituents are explained as
follows.
In literature, there are several works dedicated to delineate the effect of different carbon
nanofillers on the cure kinetics of an epoxy system [128-132]. Though the effect of these
nanofillers on Tg is unclear, the curing process was seen to accelerate at the early stage with
addition of CNT in DGEBA/DETA and TGDDM/DDS epoxy systems [130, 131]. This fast
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curing process can influence the Tg of the cured nanocomposite. In these studies, the
modification of the early stage curing behavior was attributed to catalytic effect of the surface
functional groups on CNTs or the high percentage of catalyst particles in pristine CNTs. In the
case of pristine CNFs, negligible acceleration effect has been reported using TGDDM/DDS
epoxy system [128]. On the other hand, the CNFs hinder the reaction after the initial stage. This
effect has been explained based on the lower concentration of functional groups on the fillers
surface [133, 134]. No explanation was given on the effect of the catalyst, during the curing
process. It is clear that the process of producing CNFs involve several parameters that may result
in significant alteration of surface properties. In addition, the catalytic behavior of the different
catalysts used for growing the fibers in the early curing stage has not been well understood.
Moreover, the different chemistry in various types of epoxy and the curing kinetics in the
presence of nanofillers need further investigation to determine the effect of the nanofillers on the
Tg. Regardless of unclear findings, based on their comparable dimensions with polymeric
molecules, CNFs could limit the mobility of the polymer chains at the vicinity of CNF-matrix
interphase and result in a higher Tg. On the other hand, as discussed in Section 4.3.1, the
microballoons and the fibers near the microballoons surface did not sufficiently wet. It has also
been reported that acetone residue can alter the cross-linking process and affect the molecular
structure during the initial curing stage [135, 136]. Therefore, the lower Tg found in this work
may be attributed to the wettability of the microballoons and the fibers near the microballoons
surface and the presence of acetone residues.
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Fig. 4. 5 Storage modulus versus temperature curves.

4.3.3. Electrical Measurement Results
Electrical conductivity measurement was performed on five samples obtained from different
GMB-CNF nanocomposites fabricated using similar process. The repeatability of the results was
found to be consistent, which shows the homogeneity of the conductive networks in the GMBCNF structure. The average J-E characteristic of the samples is shown in Fig. 4.7. As it can be
seen, the J-E curve is linear for the voltage ranges, which implies Ohmic contact between the
probes and the samples. An electrical conductivity value, measured from the slope of the curve is
2.13 Sm-1. As compared to the GMB-CNF structure reported in our previous work [137], the
electrical conductivity of the nanocomposite reduced by about 70 %. This decrease can be seen
from two perspectives. As the resin is infiltrated into the fibers, thin films will cover the CNF’s
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and may hinder the electron hopping phenomena. In addition, the vacuuming process may loosen
the contacts between CNF’s, and hence may negatively affect the electron path. Nevertheless, the
nanocomposite conductivity could be sufficient for use in health monitoring applications.

4.4. Conclusion
Conductive nanocomposites have been fabricated employing free standing glass
microballoons-carbon nanofiber (GMB-CNF) structure. The nanocomposites were fabricated by
infiltrating acetone diluted epoxy resin into the GMB-CNF structure. Dynamic mechanical and
electrical measurements were conducted on the fabricated samples. Results revealed up to 36 %
enhancement in storage modulus (E’) and 57 % reduction in the damping coefficient (Tan δ) at
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Fig. 4. 7 J-E plot for the GMB-CNF nanocomposite.

25 °C as compared to neat composite samples. However, the Tg of the nanocomposite is found
to be lower than the neat composite. This could be attributed to the presence of residual acetone
and the wettability of the microballoons and the nanofibers near the microballoon surface.
Electrical property measurements on the GMB-CNF nanocomposite indicate an electrical
conductivity of about 2.13 S/m. The work provides a new method of preparing conductive
nanocomposite foam films. The next chapter discusses one of a potential application of this
nanocomposite, i.e. as strain sensor.
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Chapter 5
Application of GMB-CNF Nanocomposite as a Strain Sensor

5.1.

Introduction
The unique mechanical and electrical properties of CNTs/CNFs have aroused great interest

among scientists to develop multifunctional materials [20, 21, 30, 138, 139]. Their
electrochemical, and piezoresistivity properties and their large surface area make them a
promising materials for building advanced sensor [140, 141]. Several reports showed that the
electronic properties of CNTs/CNFs to be strongly influenced by mechanical deformations such
as bending, twisting, and flattening [142, 143]. Particularly, the length and diameter change of
CNTs/CNFs instigated by deformation results in the change of their intrinsic resistance [144,
145]. When these conductive fillers are dispersed in polymeric materials, electrical conductive
networks are formed. The mechanism of conduction could be through real contact of the
conductive fillers and electron tunneling (hopping) across conductive gap [146]. Application of
load or deformation on such nanocomposite can affect the conductive path way by disturbing the
contacted fillers and increasing/decreasing the gap between the conductive fillers. These in turn
affect the electrical property of the nanocomposite system [145]. Accordingly, CNT/CNF
networks and their nanocomposites have been investigated for strain measurement and damage
sensing applications [145, 147, 148]. Some of the advantages of CNT/CNF based strain sensors
over metallic alloy foil based sensors include:

− The size of CNTs/CNFs allows fabricating extremely small strain sensors which can be
used in situations where the available space for gage installation is very limited [140].
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− CNT/CNF sensors can be imbedded at the material level and used for multidirectional
sensing at multiple locations; whereas, conventional metallic foil sensors are separate
from the material being monitored, discrete and used for unidirectional sensing [144,
149].

− CNT/CNF strain sensors can have gage factors of up to 25, as compared to metallic strain
gages, which are typically 2. As a result, they provide higher sensitivity [150, 151].

−

CNT/CNF strain sensors have improved biocompatibility when compared to the metallic
gages, and can be used to analyze stress distribution at different points of small lab
animal [151, 152].

Buckypapers (CNT papers) [144, 153, 154] as well as CNT/CNF nanocomposites [140, 147,
155-157] have been investigated as strain sensor materials. Due to buckypaper’s isotropic
structure, it is expected to exhibit higher sensitivity to localized strain in multiple directions.
Previous works have presented conflicting sensor behavior for buckypaper sensors. For example,
some researchers showed a linear dependence of the sensors electrical resistance on strain [144].
On the other hand, a nonlinear, time-dependent resistance behavior, and a saturation limit has
also been reported [140, 153]. In bukypaper sensors strain transfer is governed by the weak van
der Waals interactions at the intersection points. As a result, the strain transfer can be hindered
by slippage among the CNTs in the bundles at higher strains [140], which could be a reason for
these conflicting reports. A polymer material has been reported to improve the interfacial
adhesion between the CNTs, and hence can improve the strain transfer and sensing performance
(linear strain response with the load) [140, 148, 158]. However, CNT/polymer composite sensors
have demonstrated lower sensitivity or gauge factor as compared to bukypaper sensors [140].
Also, the type of carbon nanostructures such as SWCNTs, MWCNTs, and CNFs, and the
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polymer matrix used to bind them can affect the sensors performance [159]. Previous works
indicate that a higher sensitivity could be obtained using SWCNTs and a higher modulus
polymer [159]. Table 5.1 summarizes the sensitivities of sensors fabricated based on carbon
nanostructure films and their polymer composites.
Hollow glass microballoons containing conductive thin polymer nanocomposites may
provide noticeable electrical property change due to the crushing of microballoons when they are
subjected to deformation. Such large electrical property changes could be measured using simple
electrical interface. In addition, since the microballoons crushing appear at higher strain (usually
greater than 7 % strain), the nanocomposite sensor could be appropriate for large strain
measurement. Therefore, the potential use of GMB-CNF nanocomposite as strain sensors is
investigated in this chapter. The results were analyzed and compared with other CNT/CNF
nanocomposite strain sensors presented in the literature. Analytical model is also developed to
relate the change in resistance with the strain.

5.2. Fabrication and Characterization
5.2.1. Fabrication of GMB-CNF Nanocomposite Strain Sensors
Single layer and multilayer GMB-CNF nanocomposite sensors were fabricated using vacuum
infiltration technique. Each single layer nanocomposites contains one GMB-CNF structure.
Details on the fabrication of a single layer nanocomposite can be found in Section 4.2.1. In case
of multilayered nanocomposite, four GMB-CNF structures were laid-up, one over the other,
before the infiltration process (see Fig. 5.1). Epoxy resin (D.E.R. 332) and curing agent (D.E.H.
24), both from DOW Chemical Company were mixed at a volume ratio of 87:13. The resin was
diluted with acetone. Sufficient resin system was then poured around the region represented
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Table 5. 1 Sensitivity of CNT/CNF based sensors.

No.

Sensor type

1.
SWCNT and MWCNT
buckypaper
nanocomposite

Polymer type
Epon815C and
Transparent
rubberized epoxy
resin ER2037

2.

SWCNT buckypaper

-

3.

Pure MWCNT
buckypaper

-

4.

MWCNT/polymer
composite

Insulating bisphenolF epoxy resin

MWCNT/ polymer
composite

Insulating bisphenolF epoxy resin

6.

SWCNT/polymer
composite

7.

SWCNT and DWCNT
polymer composite
MWCNT polymer
composite

polymethyl
methacrylate
(PMMA)
polyelectrolyte
PMMA

9.
Carbon black, CNF, and
MCNT polymer
composite
1

0.6-2.2

~ linear change in
voltage across the
film when subjected
to tensile and
compressive stresses
2.0-3.76

5.

8.

Results/gauge factor References

epoxy resin

Calculated from the figure provided
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[159]

[144]

[153]

7-22.4

[157]

~2.5-11.51

[147]

Good sensitivity
when the vol% of
CNT is near to
percolation threshold
limit
1-5

[160]

0.208

[156]

1.44-15.32

[149]

MCNT based sensor
showed higher
sensitivity

[148]

by the green rectangle in Fig. 5.1. After placing Teflon sheet covered rectangular transparent
plate on both the GMB-CNF structure and the resin system, the bag was sealed and sucked (in
the direction indicated in Fig. 5.1) to infiltrate the resin system into the GMB-CNF structures.
The vacuuming process was done for about 12 hours.

Location where a resin
system was poured

Sucking direction

Fig. 5. 1 Four layer GMB-CNF structures prepared for vaccum infiltration process.

5.2.2. Installation of the GMB-CNF Nanocomposite Strain Sensors
Different sensor installations were performed for single and multilayer GMB-CNF
nanocomposite sensors. The single layer was installed on the surface of a tensile specimen
fabricated from epoxy resin (D.E.R. 332) and curing agent (D.E.H. 24). Five tensile testing
samples with dimensions 150 × 30 × 5 mm were fabricated (see Fig. 5.2a). Surface preparation
was performed following procedures set by Vishay Precision Group, Inc. for installing strain
gauges . About 20 × 5 × 0.14 mm piece of GMB-CNF nanocomposite was then bonded using Mbond 200 (Micro-Measurements, USA) halfway along the length of the sample, aligning its
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longer side with the primary strain direction, as shown in Fig. 5.2b. The surface of the sensing
material, about 5 mm from each side along the length, was carefully rubbed with 600 grit siliconcarbide paper and painted with PELCO conductive Silver 187, Ted Pella, Inc. (Fig. 5.2b).
Copper wires were attached at both ends using PELCO conductive silver (Fig. 5.2c). About 20
mm length of the wire immediately after the edges of sensor (rectangular region in Fig. 5.2c) was
bonded to the sample surface to avoid any wire pulling during a tensile test. The gap between the
electrode contact points was about 10 mm.
The multilayer sensor was imbedded in samples prepared for compression testing. Two
different sets of compression test samples were fabricated. Each set contains at least five
samples. The first one was fabricated using neat epoxy resin (D.E.R. 332) and curing agent
(D.E.H. 24). The other set of compression test sample was a syntactic foam sample containing 50
% by volume of S22 glass microballoons. The matrix of the syntactic foam was the same epoxy
resin that was used to fabricate neat compression test samples. The dimension of all samples was
24.83 × 24.83 × 12.61 mm. In order to imbed the sensor, 5 mm wide strip of nanocomposite
sensor was first placed across the width, in the middle of a mold prepared from Dow corning
3120 RTV silicone rubber (Dow Corning Corporation, USA) (see Fig. 5.3a). Slurry prepared for
each compression test samples was then poured into the molds and cured for 24 hours at room
temperature and post-cured at 100 οC for 3 hours. The fabricated neat and syntactic foam
samples are shown in Fig. 5.3b and Fig. 5.3c, respectively. The procedures used for making
electrical connections to the imbedded sensors are described by Fig. 5.4. PELCO conductive
Silver 187 paste was first painted on the ends of the sensor (Fig. 5.4a). In order to avoid wire
pulling during the test, M-bond 200 (Micro-Measurements, USA) was used to bond the wires at
the locations indicated by the arrows (see Fig. 5.4b). Conductive sliver paste was then applied on
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top of the wire to minimize contact resistance as shown in Fig. 5.4c. Finally, a plastic tape was
wrapped around the sample in order to maintain the wires on the sample surface during the test
(Fig. 5.4d).

5.2.3. Testing
Tensile and compression tests were performed using QTEST 150 universal testing
equipment, while measuring the electrical resistance of the sensors installed on samples. The
applied mechanical strain (ε) was measured as the cross-head displacement normalized by the
gage length (or platen separation) of the test specimen. In the case of tensile tests, samples were
strained until fracture. On the other hand, for compression tests, the samples were compressed up
to 12 % of strain. In order to record the resistance, FLUKE 83 digital millimeter (Fluke
Corporation, USA) was used. Both the resistance and mechanical strain were captured on video
and the change in resistance corresponding to the strain was obtained from the video.

( a)

( b)

35 mm

Primary strain direction

Silver paste

(c)

10 mm

Fig. 5. 2 (a) Tensile test specimens, (b) and (c) sensor installation on the tensile specimen.
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(b)

(a)

(c)

Fig. 5. 3 Strip of sensors placed in a silicone rubber mold, (b) neat compression samples,
and (c) syntactic foam samples.

(a)

(c)

M-bond 200

(b)

(d)

Fig. 5. 4 Steps for making electrical connections on imbedded sensors, (a) painting silver paste,
(b) bonding the wire, (c) applying silver paste, and (d) wrapping with a plastic tape.
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5.3. Results and Discussions

5.3.1. Nanocomposite Characterization
SEM micrographs of an edge of the fabricated nanocomposite sensors are shown in Fig. 5.5.
The average thicknesses of the single layer and multilayer nanocomposite are 0.14 ± 0.06 mm
and 0.65 ± 0.16 mm, respectively. In Fig. 5.5 (a) and (b), a white thin region (see the arrows in
these figures) is observed on the opposite surfaces of the nanocomposite. Such artifact on SEM
images is attributed to a charging effect that appears when a non-conductive material is scanned
by high voltage electron beam. This is a resin dominated thin layer on the surface that hinders a
transport of electrons to the conductive fillers in the nanocomposite. Therefore, before making
electrical connections to the nanocomposite sensors, the film was carefully removed with 600
grit paper. Once this is done, the nanocomposite was shown to have consistent electrical
property. The resistances of the nanocomposite sensors were measured using FLUKE 83 digital
multimeter. The average resistivity of the single and multilayer nanocomposite sensors at 25 οC
are 0.47 Ωm and 0.79 Ωm, respectively.

5.3.2. Sensing Property of GMB-CNF Nanocomposite
The strain sensing properties of carbon nanostructure composite sensors have been studied
using different methods. Owing to the small size of the nanostructures, some researchers have
used Raman spectroscopy to study the strain sensing property of CNT/CNF nanocomposites
[155, 162]. However, implementation of Raman spectroscopy in real world applications for
measurement of strain is not convenient due to its massive hardware system. A simple strain
measuring system with a minimum number of data acquisition channels would be suitable for
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most mechanical and civil engineering applications. A convenient strain measurement method
for nanocomposite sensors would therefore follow a simple strategy similar as in conventional
strain gage. The method relates a mechanical deformation or strain to the change in electrical
properties of the sensor. The method has been successfully implemented for composite sensors
[140, 144], and used to study the sensing property of GMB-CNF nanocomposite in the current
work. It is quite common to measure strain based on electrical resistance changes of the sensor
[140, 148, 149]. Therefore, the change in resistance (∆Rnc ) normalized by the resistance
measured in the unloaded condition ( Ronc ) is then plotted against strain, and this is used to
analyze the materials sensing property.

(a)

(b)

200 µm

50 µm

Fig. 5.5 SEM of an edge of GMB-CNF nanocomposite, (a) single layer nanocomposite,
and (b) multilayer nanocomposite.
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5.3.2.1. Results from Tensile Testing
The resistances of the single layer GMB-CNF nanocomposite sensor were first measured
under zero load conditions. The measured resistance of five sensors at 25 οC was in the range of
13.0 - 23.0 kΩ. Considering perfect bond between the sensor and the tensile testing sample, same
strain is expected to be developed in the sensor as well as in the test specimen. The tensile strain
subjected on the sensor may have caused gap-width modulation of the tunneling junctions
present between the adjacent CNFs [163]. The applied strain would also alter the dimension of
the sensor. Consequently, the resistance of the sensor would change. The change in resistance
against strain plots for all samples is presented in Fig. 5.6a. Similar response was observed when
the nanocomposite sensors were subjected to a tensile strain. The tensile samples were subjected
to a strain up to up to failure, which was about 3 – 4 % strain after which the resistance
measurement was interrupted. From Fig. 5.6a, the maximum resistance change at the fracture
limit is < 4 kΩ. After about 2.4 % (0.024 mm/mm) strain, the nanocomposite showed an
exponential relationship between the change in resistance and strain. This may be due to a
proportional increase of the tunnel junction gap width upon increasing strain [163]. The
maximum strain that could be measured using the sensor may be limited to the fracture strain of
the nanocomposite.
The use of commercial strain gauges is generally restricted to < ± 0.003 mm/mm or 0.3 %
[164]. This is because obtaining repetitive measurements at higher deformation is difficult as the
measuring grid material loses its original ductile property due to strain hardening effect [164].
Nanocomposite sensors do not have such limitation and can generally be used to measure higher
strain than commercial strain gauges (Fig. 5.6). They also have higher sensitivity or gage factor
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(K) as compared to commercial strain gauge, which is about 2. Gauge factor can be found using
equation 5.1, and is the slope of the change in normalized resistance versus strain curve.
nc ⁄
K = ∆R
 ε…………….…………………………………………….……………………….(5.1)
Ro
nc

In order to compute the gauge factor for the nanocomposite, an average normalized change in
resistance versus strain curve was generated from the results presented in Fig. 5.6a, and this is
plotted in Fig. 5.6b. It can be observed that the change in normalized resistance has a linear
dependence for 0 – 2.4 % strain. For the remaining strain range, a parabolic dependence can be
noted. These two regions are plotted separately in Fig. 5.7 along with the fitting curves. The
equations of the fitting curves and their coefficient of determination values (R2) are also shown
in the figures. As it can be observed from the equations, the gage factor of the nanocomposite
sensor is 1.97 for the linear region; however, it depends on strain for the parabolic region. Such
behavior is also observed in commercial strain gauges with a constantan measuring grid in the
plastic range [164]. However, their gauge factor is in general lower than the nanocomposite
sensor and is approximately given by equation 5.2 [164, 165].

K = 2ε + 2…………………………………………………..………………………….(5.2)
In contrast, the gauge factor for the nanocomposite sensor for the strains between 2.5 and 3.4

% is given by

K = 9.62ε − 22.11……………………………………………………………………..(5.3)

At strains exceeding 3.4 %, the gauge factor increases exponentially with strain. Additional
tests are required in order to determine the maximum strain the nanocomposite sensors can
measure. In conclusion, with the advantages of measuring higher strain and having larger gauge
factor, the GMB-CNF nanocomposite sensor may be preferred from commercial strain gauges.
Unlike commercial strain sensors, they are best for composite application as they can be
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imbedded in the test specimens can be used for in situ structural health monitoring applications
(SHMA). Several strain sensors based on buckypapers and CNT/CNF polymer nanocomposite
with higher gauge factor than the GMB-CNF nanocomposite sensor have been reported (see
Table 5.1). Due to the different material compositions used in these strain sensors, it is difficult
to compare the results with the GMB-CNF nanocomposite sensors. In addition, some
applications may require sensors with specific material composition and sensing behavior.
However, the following observations were made. As discussed in Section 5.1, polymers have
been introduced in buckypaper strain sensors since they suffer from poor strain transfer due to
the slipping of CNTs in the bundles [140]. Most of the polymers used in these buckypaper strain
sensors and other CNT/CNF nanocomposites, such as insulating bisphenol-F epoxy resin,
PMMA, and polyelectrolyte have poor mechanical properties [140, 147, 149, 166]. Hence only
strains < 1 % could be measured. Other polymers such as epoxy (YD-128 and YD-127, Kukdo
Chemical Co., Korea) was also used to fabricate CNF nanocomposites strain sensors [156].
However their gauge factor is lower than 0.2. The GMB-CNF nanocomposite is fabricated using
DER 332 epoxy resin, which has better mechanical properties as compared to the above
polymers. The microballoons in this nanocomposite also provide additional weight advantage.
As explained earlier, the GMB-CNF nanocomposite gauge factor at small strain is lower than
some of nanocomposite sensors reported in literature. Research indicated an increase in gauge
factor with decrease in wt % of carbon nanofillers [149, 157]. Therefore, by optimizing the
GMB-CNF structure fabrication process, it may be possible to boost the gauge factor for GMBCNF nanocomposite sensor.
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Fig. 5. 6 (a) Change in resistance with strain, and (b) average normalized change in
resistance with strain plots.
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Fig. 5. 7 Variation in average normalized change in resistance with strain plots with
best fitting curves, (a) for 0 – 2.4 % strain, and (b) for 2.5 – 3.4 % strain.
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5.3.2.2. Results from Compression Testing
This test is aimed to analyze the sensing performance of GMB-CNF nanocomposite sensors,
when they are imbedded in composite materials. These sensors were imbedded in neat and
syntactic foam compression test samples. In the case of tensile testing, electrical resistance
measurement was performed in the direction to which the tensile strain was applied, similar to
commercial strain gauges. However, when the samples are imbedded in the test specimens, it is
difficult to do electrical measurements following similar procedures. Therefore, for these
imbedded sensors, resistance was measured in the direction perpendicular to the strain direction
(see Fig. 5.8). Fig. 5.9 and Fig. 5.10 present the normalized change in resistance plots of the
imbedded sensors in the neat and syntactic foam samples. It can be observed in Fig. 5.9 and Fig.
5.10 that the trend of the change in resistance curves of the sensors imbedded in the two different
materials is the same. The resistance is observed to decrease slightly when the samples were
compressed up to 6.5 % of strain. This can be explained by the decrease in tunnel junction gap
width between the CNFs upon the compressive strain, which resulted in a decrease of contact
resistance. After about 6.5 % strain, the resistance of the imbedded sensors increased and showed
a linear behavior with strain. In Fig. 5.11, the average normalized change in resistance data for
these two regions are plotted separately. The data can be fitted with straight lines having R2
values greater than 0.97. For the strains less than 6 %, the gauge factor for the sensors imbedded
in neat and syntactic foam samples are −0.24 and −0.41, respectively. The gauge factor is
negative since the resistance decreases with applied strain in this region. Negative gauge factor is
not unique to GMB-CNF nanocomposite sensors. Previous works have also reported negative
gauge factors for CNT based sensors [167]. Commercial semiconductor strain sensors with
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n-type doping material have also a negative gauge factor [168]. The gauge factors of the sensors
imbedded in neat and syntactic foam samples for strains 7 – 12 % are 8.6 and 10.5, respectively.
The behavior seen at strains about 6.5 % is similar for both neat and syntactic foam samples,
and is attributed to the evolution of damage in the sensor as a result of microballoons crushing.
The effect of such damage caused loss of contact and widening of the adjacent CNFs and
significantly increased the contact resistance after this strain [145]. Since the sensors imbedded
in both neat and syntactic foam samples showed similar behavior at about 6.5 % strain, the
damage evolved in the sensor could be assumed to be caused by the crushing of microballoons in
the sensor. On the other hand, as it is explained in Section 2.5.3, the yielding of syntactic foams
when subjected to a compressive stress is attributed to the crushing of microballoons and appears
at slightly higher strain than 6.5 %, in the range of 8−10 % [56, 58, 98]. However, the difference
may not be significant as microballoons crushing actually may have started to appear at a strain

GMB – CNF sensor

Compressive strain direction

Copper Wire

Multimeter

Fig. 5. 8 Resistance measurement set-up for imbedded sensors.
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Fig. 5. 9 Normalized resistance versus strain plots of the sensors imbedded in neat
compression samples.
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Fig. 5. 10 Normalized resistance versus strain plots of the sensors imbedded in syntactic
foam compression samples.
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lower than the yield strain, while the cumulative effect of many microballoons crushing could
cause the yielding. On the other hand, it could be possible that the microballoons crushing that
happened at a lower strain in the sensor might have caused due to the reduction of their
compressive strength during the CVD process. Therefore it is important to investigate the heating
effect on the microballoons during the CVD process. For this purpose, compression test samples
were prepared using heat treated microballoons and untreated microballoons. The temperature
program used for treating the microballoons was the same as the program used for the CVD
process, to fabricating the GMB-CNF structures. The volume fraction of microballoons (S22) in
all samples was maintained at 50 %. DER 332 epoxy matrix was used as a matrix. The samples
were subjected to a compressive strain up to 60 % of their initial thickness. Typical stress-strain
plots obtained from compression tests are presented in Fig. 5.12. Comparison of the test results
are also given in Table 5.2. From the plot and the results it can be noted that the heat treatment
did not affect the compressive mechanical property of microballoons. Therefore, it can be
concluded that during application of a compressive stress on syntactic foams, microballoons
crushing may start to appear at a strain much lower than the yield strain. Hence, yielding is a
cumulative effect that happens only after the crushing of significant amount of microballoons.

5.4. A Curve Fitting Method for Relating Change in Resistance with Strain of GMB-CNF
Nanocomposite Sensor
CNTs/CNFs can able form electrically conductive pathways when dispersed in polymeric
system. The critical volume fraction of CNTs/CNFs in a polymer required for forming a
conductive network is called percolation threshold. For CNT nanocomposite with CNT loading
above the percolation threshold, the CNTs will form very long conductive paths. Due to their
high aspect ratio, the CNTs in nanocomposites would be mostly non-straight. Now, consider a
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Fig. 5. 11 Variation in normalized resistance with strain plots of imbedded sensors with
best fitting curves, (a) for 1.5 – 6.0 % strain, and (b) for 6.5 – 12.0 % strain.
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Fig. 5. 12 Stress-strain plots of syntactic foams fabricated using heat treated and
untreated microballoons.

Table 5. 2 Compression test results for syntactic foams fabricated using heat treated and
untreated microballoons.
Sample
Heat treated
Not heat treated

Modulus
(MPa)
910.5 ± 85.24
829.85±77.59

Yield stress
(MPa)
59.93 ± 1.52
58.98 ± 3.45

Strain at yield
(%)
9.52 ± 1.62
10.0 ± 1.37

non-straight CNT with length Lnt , having a potential difference ∆V=Va −Vb , between the ends
a and b as shown in Fig. 5.13a. The electrical flux I conducted between the ends is given by
[169]
I=

σnt ∆V
Lnt

……………………………………..………………………………….………(5.4)
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where σnt is the conductivity of the CNT. It is important to note that the CNT in the above
derivation was considered as a solid cylinder of circular cross-sectional area, and hence σnt is for
a solid CNT. This is because knowing how the current flow in the various layers of a CNT and
obtain meaningful evaluation of the actual conductivity at a nanoscale level is difficult [170]. On
the other hand, it can be possible to consider the wavy CNT as straight electrical cable with an
equivalent length Lent , so that the same electrical flux I conducted between the two ends.
Therefore, if vnt and σnt represents the volume faction and conductivity of a wavy CNT, µvnt and
µσnt represents the volume fraction and conductivity of an equivalent straight CNT with a length

of Lent , where µ = Lent ⁄Lnt denoting the straightness (waviness) ratio. Similarly, for long
conductive paths of non-straight CNTs (see Fig. 5.13b), with total real path length of Lp and
equivalent path length Lep , the electrical conductivity and volume fraction of the equivalent

straight electrical path are µσnt and µvnt , respectively. The parameter µ in this case contains the
effect of the waviness and the contact resistance between the CNTs along the path. Based on
these assumptions, F. Deng and Q.S. Zheng [169] developed the electrical conductivity σnc of a
CNT nanocomposite with volume fraction above the percolation threshold as given below:
σnc
σm

=1+

1α µvnt
3

σ

1

+

m ⁄µσnt H

αµvnt
3

σ

1

m ⁄µσnt

………………..……..…………….….…(5.5)

where σm is the matrix conductivity and  being the probability of percolated CNTs, varying
from 0 to 1. The parameter H reflects the influence of the CNTs aspect ratio ( r = lnt ⁄d ) and

waviness and is given by
H=

1



µr

(µr)2 1 
(µr)2 1

ln µr +  µr

2

− 1  − 1……………………..…………..…..…(5.6)
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Fig. 5. 13 (a) Sketch of individual CNT path, (b) long CNT path formed by several CNTs [169].

Similar to CNTs, CNFs are two-dimensional stacking graphene structures with different
angles between the fiber axis and the graphene layer [171]. Hence, the model developed for
CNTs can work equally for CNFs. The GMB-CNF structure contains uniformly distributed
dense CNFs that form conductive electrical paths (Fig. 5.14). It can therefore be assumed that all
CNFs are percolated, and hence α = 1. Equation (5.5) is then simplified to
σnc
σm

=1+

μ2 vnf
3

σnf
σm

…………………………….……………………….……………….(5.7)

Alternatively, the nanocomposite conductivity can be given as a function of the
nanocomposite resistance (Rnc , cross-sectional area (A), and distance between the electrical
contact points (l) as follows:
σnc =

l
Rnc A

.........................................................................................................................(5.8)

From equations (5.7) and (5.8), the composite resistance can be written as
Rnc =

3l

A3σm µ2 vnf σnf 

……………………………………………………….………….…(5.9)
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20 µm

Fig. 5. 14 SEM image of CNF networks on GMB-CNF structure.
The epoxy matrix used has very low electrical conductivity, which is greater than 10-12 S/m,
and hence its effect can be neglected in equating (5.9). Now, consider the nanocomposite is
subjected a strain (ε) along its length. This applied strain alters the nanocomposite resistance,

which is measured along the direction of the strain. From the electrical conductivity
measurements, it was observed that the nanocomposites conductivity has reduced significantly as
compared to the GMB-CNF structure. This is possibly due to the existence of thin epoxy film
separating the adjacent CNFs that had been in contact before the polymer infiltration process.
Therefore, the possibility of electron transfer through physical contact of the CNFs is disregarded
in this computation. The change in nanocomposite resistance can then be attributed to three
factors: CNFs deformation, change in dimension of the nanocomposite, and the change in
contact resistance (∆Rc . The contact resistance is caused mainly by the electrical tunneling
effect between two adjacent CNFs separated by thin polymer film (<1.8 nm [172]). The
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contribution of resistance change as a result of the deformation of CNFs has been regarded as
negligible [144, 145, 173]. The nanocomposite length can be expressed as a function of strain
using l = lo (1 + ε).

Equation (5.9) can now be written for the change in nanocomposite

resistance (∆Rnc ) as follows:
∆Rnc =

3lo ε

Avnf "µ2 σnf #

………………………………………………..……………………(5.10)

where $% represents the initial length of the nanocomposite sensor before application of strain and
σnf is the conductivity of CNFs. As stated earlier, the parameter µ takes into account the effect of
the CNFs waviness and contact resistance. From equation (5.10) it can be noted that µ is nondimensional parameter. Since the contact resistance changes with strain, this parameter should be
a function of strain and can be determined from experimental data. Previous works on resistance
based CNT/CNF nanocomposite sensors indicated an exponential dependence of the tunneling
resistance on strain [174]. Solving equation 5.10 for µ2 , the value of µ2 for each strain can be
computed from the experimental results. In order to compute µ2 versus strain data for the GMBCNF nanocomposite using equation (5.10), σnf was taken as 2500 S/m according to reference
[15]. The other parameters for the nanocomposite such as lo 10 mm , and A (5 × 0.14 =

0.7 mm2 can be obtained from Section 5.2.2, whereas; vnf = 3.37 %

and is obtained by

converting the weight fraction of the CNFs (i.e. 8.21 from Section 4.3.1), taking the density of
the CNFs to be 1.9 [91]. When this data is plotted, µ2 is observed to decrease with strain as
shown in Fig. 5.15. Therefore, the following function is assumed for µ2 :
µ2 =

Kε

eBε CεD

…………………………………………………....................................(5.11)
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where K, B, C, and D are parameters that depend on the contact resistance and determined using
non-linear regression technique as, K = 154328.51, B = 169.44, C = 8609.82, and D = −4.94.

It can be seen in Fig. 5.15 that µ2 versus strain curve obtained using equation 5.11 fits well the
experimental data (correlation coefficient R2 = 0.994). Substituting equation 5.11 into 5.10, the

nanocomposite sensor change in resistance as a function of strain can be obtained. Fig. 5.16
compares the theoretical prediction as obtained using equation 5.10 and the experimental result.
It can be observed that the curve fitting results developed to relate the nanocomposite change in
resistance against strain agrees well with the measured resistance change of the nanocomposite
within the range of the experimental data ( 0 < ε < 3.4 ).
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Fig. 5. 15 Comparison of curve fitting results and experimental results for µ2 .
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Fig. 5. 16 Comparison of curve fitting results and experimental result for the change in
nanocomposite resistance.

5.5. Conclusion
Single layer and multilayer GMB-CNF nanocomposite sensors are fabricated using vacuum
infiltration process and used for strain measurement. The two nanocomposites differ by the
number of GMB-CNF structures used to fabricate them. Tensile and compression tests were
performed on the prepared samples while noting the resistance change of the nanocomposite
sensors. Analytical model is also developed to relate the change in resistance in nanocomposite
sensor to a strain. Tests on the sensors installed on a surface of tensile specimen showed similar
behavior as commercial strain gauges with a constantan measuring grid. The resistance change
showed a linear relationship for small strain and an exponential dependence for large strain. The
gauge factor for the linear region is about 1.97. Results from the sensors imbedded in
compression test samples are encouraging and indicate the potential of the GMB-CNF
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nanocomposite sensors for in situ health monitoring applications in syntactic foams. It was
observed that, the crushing of the microballoons in the nanocomposite sensor results significant
electrical resistance change that could be used to indicate the presence of cracks in practical
applications. The model developed to relate the change in resistance of the nanocomposites with
strain agrees well with experimental data.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Works

6.1 Conclusions
Epoxy nanocomposites consisting of hollow glass microballoons (GMBs) and carbon
nanostructures, CNTs and CNFs, are fabricated and characterized. GMBs have been primarily
used as a lightweight fillers; whereas, carbon nanostructures have been used to enhance the
mechanical properties and provide additional functionality to the composite. Two new
processing techniques were developed in order to benefit from the low density microballoons
and the inherently multifunctional carbon nanostructures.
In the first technique, aligned CNTs were grown on the surface of few microballoons using
thermal chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method and mixed with plain microballoons. The
mixture was then added into epoxy system to fabricate nanocomposites (CNT-syntactic foams)
with CNT content up to 0.8 wt %. The mechanical properties of the CNT-syntactic foams have
been investigated using dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) and compressive tests. Results
showed that the presence of nanotubes has improved the compressive modulus and damping
coefficient properties of the composite. With addition of 0.8 wt % CNTs, the improvements in
compressive modulus and damping coefficient respectively were 38 % and 104 %, as compared
to neat syntactic foams that did not contain CNTs. However, noticeable change in strength was
not observed due to the influence of microballoons crushing. In addition, the storage modulus
and the glass transition temperature were only marginally affected.
In the second technique, a free standing structure consisting of glass microballoons and
random CNF networks was produced and used for fabricating nanocomposites. In order to
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produce the structure, CNFs were deposited on a layer of Ni coated GMBs at 570 οC, using C2H2
as a carbon source for 20 minutes of growth time. Electroless deposition technique was used to
coat the GMBs with Ni. The deposited CNFs were long enough to crosslink and bind the
microballoons layer. Consequently, a free standing GMB-CNF structure was formed. Electrical
measurements performed on the structure indicated the formation of conductive networks.
Several GMB-CNF structures were produced and used to fabricate conductive nanocomposites
(GMB-CNF nanocomposite). Vacuum infiltration technique was used to infuse acetone diluted
epoxy into the structures to make the nanocomposites. Dynamic mechanical and electrical
measurements were conducted on the fabricated samples. Results revealed up to 36 %
enhancement in storage modulus and 57 % reduction in the damping coefficient at 25 °C as
compared to neat composite samples. However, the Tg of the nanocomposite was found to be
lower than the neat composite. This could be attributed to the wettability of the microballoons
and the nanofibers near the microballoons surface. Electrical property measurements on the
GMB-CNF nanocomposite indicated an electrical conductivity of about 2.13 S/m. The GMBCNF nanocomposite can therefore be used as strain sensors.
Single layer and multilayer GMB-CNF nanocomposites were used for strain measurements.
The two nanocomposites differ by the number of GMB-CNF structures used to fabricate them.
Different sensor installations were performed for these two nanocomposite sensors. While the
single layer nanocomposite sensor was installed on the surface of a tensile specimen, the
multilayer nanocomposite was imbedded in the middle of compression test samples. Tests were
performed on the prepared samples while noting the change in resistance of the nanocomposite
sensors. Analytical model was also developed to relate the change in resistance in nanocomposite
sensor to strain. Tests on the sensors installed on a surface of tensile specimen showed similar
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behavior as commercial strain gauges with a constantan measuring grid. It was observed that the
resistance change showed a linear relationship for small strain and an exponential dependence
for large strain. About 1.97 gauge factor was observed for the linear region. Results from the
sensors imbedded in compression test samples were encouraging and indicated the potential of
the GMB-CNF nanocomposite sensors for in situ health monitoring applications in syntactic
foams. It was observed that, the crushing of the microballoons in the nanocomposite sensor
resulted significant electrical resistance change that could be used to indicate the presence of
cracks in practical applications. The model developed to relate the change in resistance of the
nanocomposites with the applied strain agrees well with experimental data.

6.2. Future Works
The GMB-CNF structure and its nanocomposite are very promising for use in sensing
applications. As compared to several other CNT/CNF free standing structures and
nanocomposites, the GMB-CNF structure and nanocomposite is unique due to the presence of
microballoons. Significant resistance change was observed on this nanocomposite when
subjected to large strain, and this was associated to the crushing of microballoons.

It is

envisaged that, if the volume fraction of microballoons in the GMB-CNF nanocomposite is the
same as the syntactic foam being monitored, the resistance change could accurately be used to
identify the strain at which yielding takes place in the syntactic foam. In addition, it could also
be used to indicate the onset of cracks in the syntactic foam. Therefore, further studies need to be
performed in optimizing the process of fabricating the GMB-CNF structure in order by the
microballoons content in the structure.
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On the other hand, development of CNT/CNF based biosensors is one of most interesting
applications of carbon nanostructures that have been researched tremendously in recent decades.
This is because of their unique properties such as high electrical conductivity, and great chemical
stability [113, 175-177]. For example, lateral flow immunosensing technique using CNTs as a
label has been reported for quantitative antibody detection based on simple electrical
measurements [178]. In this method, the nanotube surface was modified in order to provide both
direct colorimetric and conductimetric measurements for antibody binding without additional
amplification. Electrical signal measurement was performed on the CNT networks formed as a
result of antibody binding at the captured zone. This method relies on stable dispersion of the
CNTs in aqueous solution, which is challenging due to the van der Waals interactions between
them [179, 180]. Antibody binding on the CNFs of the GMB-CNF structure could alter the
electrical signal obtained from it, and potentially be used for immunosensing application. The
structure is easily handled for electrical measurement and contains well dispersed CNF networks
which may provide consistent signal measurement before and after protein binding. The surface
modification and functionalization of the CNFs could be done by immersing the structure in the
required chemicals. Unlike the lateral immunosensor, which requires a well designed lateral flow
system in order to bind the antibody and form CNT networks, a simple immersion in the aqueous
antibody solution could be utilized to adhere the antibody to the surface of the CNFs.
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